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2. Commerce Department officials have also told us unofficially that nothing is likely to be released in the near future -- at least not before the election.

3. At 1:30 this afternoon, Senators Proxmire and Stevenson and Representatives Bingham and Rosenthal will hold a press conference to emphasize the complete fraud and distortion of Ford's boycott answer last night and to set forth the complete record of its efforts to sabotage any attempts to prevent compliance with the boycott. Similar statements by Bingham and Rosenthal have already made the wires. They are holding the line.

4. Senator Ribicoff has appeared on NBC and CBS today and is issuing a press release attacking Ford for taking credit for the Ribicoff-Brock anti-boycott provision of the tax reform bill. The release points out that state, treasury and commerce officials vehemently lobbied to kill that provision and that the administration at one point suggested it might.

5. The Ribicoff statement also points out that the extension of the export administration act which the administration was successful in killing before the end of the session contained a rider that would have put unilateral limits on nuclear proliferation as well as requiring the U.S. to attempt to negotiate an international agreement on the subject.

6. The press has also been getting the reaction of Jewish groups. E.g., CBS intends to interview the head of the anti defamation league at 3:00 P.M.

7. To reiterate and update information provided to you yesterday, it turns out that Ford issued an executive order last Thursday that continues in effect the anti-boycott and other export control regulations that had been issued by the Department of commerce under the export administration act. The anti-boycott regulations previously in effect and now extended by the executive order only requested -- but did not require -- U.S. firms to report boycott compliance.

Since the Export Administration act has expired, the executive order is based on the authority of the trading with the enemy act, which allows the president to impose certain restrictions on exports if a state of national emergency has been declared. Ford is relying on Truman's cold war declaration of national emergency and the state of emergency declared by Nixon at the time of the Arab embargo. Knowledgeable international lawyers have substantial doubts about Ford's legal authority to take this action. It will undoubtedly be challenged by the first firm the administration tries to enforce the executive order against. In addition to the anti-boycott provisions, the export administration act also has the executive order requiring the legal basis by which the government can prevent U.S. firms from exporting such things as the technology for non-nuclear weapons systems.
HERE IS THE REPUTATIONAL REMARKS LAST NIGHT CONCLUDING HIS REMARKS ON THE ARAB BOYCOTT.

Perhaps the cruelest and most egregious example of Ford Administration deception in this campaign was Mr. Ford's gross distortion last night of the Administration's position concerning the Arab boycott.

Let's look at the facts:

--Since the beginning of his administration, Mr. Ford has had authority under the Export Administration Act to prohibit U.S. firms from complying with the immoral Arab boycott. It was not until November of last year, however, that Mr. Ford took any action whatsoever under the act. Even then, he did not prohibit compliance with the boycott but only issued regulations requesting, but not requiring, companies to report their compliance with it. Since that date, the reports from those companies that have bothered to report indicate a 94 percent compliance rate with the boycott.

--This year, three different congressional committees, after thoroughly investigating the Ford Administration's implementation of the Arab boycott provisions of the Export Act, determined that its enforcement was at best totally ineffectual and at worst actually assisted U.S. firms in complying with the boycott.

--Mr. Ford said last night that on Monday of this week he signed a tax bill that included an amendment that will prevent U.S. companies from taking a tax deduction if they have in any way cooperated with the Arab boycott. What he failed to mention was that the Ford Administration openly and vehemently opposed the inclusion of that particular provision in the tax bill.

--Last night Mr. Ford told the American people that his administration went to Capitol Hill to convince the Congress that we should have an amendment to the Export Administration Act that would make the strong and effective action against those who participate or cooperate with the Arab boycott. This statement indicates either Mr. Ford's inability to state the facts accurately or how totally out of touch he is with what is going on in his own administration. The fact is that both the House and Senate passed, over the strong objections of the Ford Administration, provisions that would have dealt effectively with the boycott by prohibiting American firms from complying with it. Thereafter, it was only through Administration representatives in Congress, acting at the behest of the Administration, that Congress was prevented from completing action on the Export Act before its September 30, 1976 expiration. As a result, not only was the Congress surreptitiously prevented from requiring the administration to take effective action against the boycott, but it allowed the entire Export Administration Act to expire, thus making it possible not only for U.S. firms to carry out the immoral purposes of the Arab boycott, but to export American technology with respect to weapons system and other matters to foreign powers without restraint.

--With 94 percent of all companies complying with boycott requests, it does no good to disclose the names of these companies now.

--Mr. Ford's action releasing those names is an act of desperation dictated only by political expediency. Up until now, the Administration had to be cited for contempt before it would release the names even to a congressional committee. The decision to release the names now, at the height of the campaign, and was so completely devoid of rational policy discussion that it caught the Commerce Department completely by surprise.

In the Carter Administration, there will be no knuckling under to an Arab boycott or to Arab blackmail. It is my belief that the American people are willing to accept sacrifice in order to preserve their independence. The Carter Administration will not, merely for the sake of private business interests in the Arab countries, turn our backs on our friends abroad or our citizens at home.
HERE IS THE REPUTATIONAL OUTRAGEOUS REMARKS LAST NIGHT CONCERNING HIS RECORD ON THE ARAB BOYCOTT.

Perhaps the cruelest and most egregious example of Ford Administration deception in this campaign was Mr. Ford's gross distortion last night of the Administration's position concerning the Arab boycott.

Let's look at the facts:

--Since the beginning of his administration, Mr. Ford has had authority under the Export Administration Act to prohibit U.S. firms from complying with the immoral Arab boycott. It was not until November of last year, however, that Mr. Ford took any action whatsoever under the act. Even then, he did not prohibit compliance with the boycott but only issued regulations requesting, but not requiring, companies to report their compliance with it. Since that date, the reports from those companies that have bothered to report indicate a 94 percent compliance rate with the boycott.

--This year, three different Congressional committees, after thoroughly investigating the Ford Administration's implementation of the Arab boycott provisions of the Export Act, determined that its enforcement was at best totally ineffectual and at worst actually assisted U.S. firms in complying with the boycott.

--Mr. Ford said last night that on Monday of this week he signed a tax bill that included an amendment that will prevent U.S. companies from taking a tax deduction if they have in any way cooperated with the Arab boycott, what he failed to mention was that the Ford administration openly and vehemently opposed the inclusion of that particular provision in the tax bill.

--Last night Mr. Ford told the American people that his administration went to Capitol Hill to convince the Congress that we should have an amendment to the Export Administration Act that would take strong and effective action against those who participate or cooperate with the Arab boycott. This statement indicates either Mr. Ford's inability to state the facts accurately or how totally out of touch he is with what is going on in his own administration. The fact is that both the House and Senate passed, over the strong objections of the Ford Administration, provisions that would have dealt effectively with the boycott by prohibiting American firms from complying with it. Thereafter, it was only through administration representatives in Congress, acting at the behest of the administration, that Congress was prevented from completing action on the export act before its September 30, 1976, expiration. As a result, not only was the Congress surrepticiously prevented from requiring the administration to take effective action against the boycott, but it allowed the entire export administration act to expire thus making it possible not only for U.S. firms to carry out the immoral purposes of the Arab boycott, but to export American technology with respect to weapons system and other matters to foreign powers without restraint.

--With 94 percent of all companies complying with boycott requests, it does no good to disclose the names of these companies now. Mr. Ford's action in releasing those names is an act of desperation dictated only by political expediency. Up until now, the administration had to be cited for contempt before it would release the names even to a Congressional committee. The decision to release the names now, at the height of the campaign, was so completely devoid of rational policy discussion that it caught the Commerce Department completely by surprise.

In the Carter administration, there will be no knuckling under to an Arab boycott or to Arab blackmail. It is my belief that the American people are willing to accept sacrifice in order to preserve their independence. The Carter administration will not, merely for the sake of private business interests in the Arab countries, turn our backs on our friends abroad or our citizens at home.
Memoto Stu Eizenstat

From: Kitty

Re: Carter Statement on Increased Revenues to States from OCS Leasing

Background: Governor Carter may or not be aware that there is currently no formula in effect for distributing OCS revenues to the states. Such a plan was considered earlier in the year by the Senate and rejected because a different scheme was proposed in the Coastal Zone.

This summer, however, Congress has, however, enacted the amendments to the Coastal Zone Management Act which provide significant assistance to coastal states to help them mitigate adverse effects of energy development, including OCS exploration and production. That bill authorizes a total of $1.2 billion in federal aid which comes from direct appropriations. $800 million is loan and bond guarantee authority over 10 years for state planning and impact assistance, which $400 million is automatic grant assistance to states over 8 years, and the $50 million available each year is to be divided on the basis of a formula—several factors relating to the amount of OCS leasing, production, and the number of new jobs created in the state as a result of new or expanded OCS activities. The Louisiana delegation was unhappy with the final version of the bill since it received fewer dollars than it would have under earlier versions.

Unfortunately, Louisiana is in a minority on this issue. The delegation was unahppy with this proposal since the final version of the bill provides for fewer dollars than it would have under earlier versions.
of the total $400 million in automatic grants, $188 million goes to Gulf States, $112 million to Alaska, $56 million to Atlantic Coast, and $43 million to Pacific Coastal States.
Over the past several weeks, we have been in close touch with the offices of Governor Carey and Mayor Beame over the concept recently proposed by MAC's Chairman, Felix Rohatyn, to refinance New York City's outstanding debt.

The issues involved are complex, and there can not be any quick decisions, but it is clear enough at this point that the concepts embodied in the Rohatyn proposal merit serious consideration.

Mr. Ford has apparently not grasped the potential virtue of putting the city's finances on a long term stable basis by stretching out debt service payments. His cavalier rejection of the Rohatyn plan, while consonant with his "drop dead" attitude toward New York, is unwarranted and short-sighted. It reflects a continuing insensitivity to the impact of cuts in police, fire, sanitation and education services on peoples' lives. It reflects a persisting disinterest in keeping middle-income taxpayers and businesses from fleeing the city.

It is important to frame the question properly. The question is not whether the federal government ought to be involved in New York's finances; it already is, through $2.3 billion in seasonal loans. The question is what form of involvement is least intrusive, is most likely to avoid devastating cutbacks in services, while
it places New York's finances on a sound fiscal footing that will permit re-entry into the bond market.

There's a certain logic to the notion that a city cannot liquidate a decade's worth of debt in three years without creating massive dislocations.

It would be inappropriate to consider any federal action which removed the pressure to achieve further cost reductions and management reform. But New York City has already reduced its municipal workforce by 20% and imposed $500 million in added taxes, and the magnitude of the cuts to come is enormous and not widely understood. It is essential that the budget be balanced without destroying the city's economic base.

The goal of a balanced budget is not interfered with in any sense by the Rohatyn plan: the City will still have to match its enormous budget cuts of the past twelve months with further significant cuts. But the Rohatyn plan does appear to allow a balanced budget to be put in place that will not require the drastic social and economic upheaval now facing the City.

Similarly, the goal of a return to the municipal bond market is not in any way impeded by the Rohatyn plan. To the contrary, from our initial review of the plan, it seems clear that the City -- by being placed on a much sounder financial footing -- will more readily be able to return to the market as a well-rated borrower.
We will continue to review different fiscal arrangements with state and city officials as well as outside experts to help us in determining what action is most appropriate. A number of important questions remain unanswered. For example, we must consider whether a debt stretchout would require the full federal guarantee envisioned by the Rohatyn proposal, or whether alternate forms of security, which might include a federal role, might be feasible.

As I indicated last spring, after the election I will meet with Governor Carey and Mayor Beame to discuss the alternatives and to review the status of the city's finances at that time.
which are very poor, even as large as state boundaries, and cer-
tainly communities, and cities and counties, and also individual
kinds of children, who come from families where opportunities have
been scarce, and to let the Federal allocation of money as it increases
—I hope very rapidly in the next few years—be designed to compen-
sate, as much as possible, for that inequity in tax money per child
which is so crucial to provide equality of opportunity, but I'm
heavily committed to that, and I think my record as Governor, and
as a state legislator would testify to that fact.

Ryor: You indicated in your written response, as well as in
your conversation, here today, that the Federal share was simply
inadequate—(yes)—what would you see as an appropriate level of
expenditure for the government in paying for public education in
the United States?

Carter: It would be hard for me to put a particular or special
figure on it at this point, without studying the whole budgetary
process and assessing multi-priorities. I know what the NEA goal
is, which I think would cost an additional $18-$20 billion dollars,
above and beyond the present allocation of funds. I think that's
a good goal, but I can't say just in what number of years it might
be achieved. There are some interim things that can be done, how-
ever, to let money be made available to education without delay. One
would be to remove the prohibitions against the use of revenue-
sharing money for education. This would release to communities
which have that urge a substantial amount of money to be used specif-
ically for our children, which it can't be done—which can't be done
now; and I think we ought to also elevate the department in the
TO: Stu Eizenstat
FOR: Governor Carter
FROM: David Berg
RE: Meeting with Indian Leaders

The Indian vote comprises 1% of New Mexico's total vote and

We advise a cautious approach to these 20 Indian leaders; there
are too many explosive issues to risk a Q&A and formal statement
will be regarded as condescending and reminiscent of Richard Nixon's
meeting in 1972. We should avoid any in the Pre-Indian population.
A misstep on any of the issues could conceivably cost us the support of
Indians. We suggest the following format— including that you,
Governor, remain seated and coatless throughout the meeting.

Governor should open with a brief statement and then ask for
guidance from the Indian leaders on subjects that are suggested
below. There are a few issues that we can take positions on that
are quite clear — but an "information-seeking" meeting will be very
well-received, primarily because Indians are not used to being

OPENING STATEMENT

As the Democratic candidate for President, I recognize the
unique relationship between the federal government and Native
Americans, and I believe that to the greatest extent possible,
programs for Indian tribes should be designed, implemented, and
managed by Indian tribes. Indian people should be able to make
their own decisions about budget priorities, the operation of their
schools, the best use of their land, water, and mineral resources,
and the direction of their economic development. I am committed to
a substantive program of self-determination without the threat of
termination.
As part of my reorganization of government, I will review and revise as necessary the federal laws relating to American Indians and the functions and purposes of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The guiding principles of my review will be a strengthened reaffirmation of our legal and moral trust responsibilities to the American Indians, and a strong personal respect for the dignity of each of our first Americans.

*Most importantly,* I will not take unilateral action on any issue regarding Indian affairs, or Indian programs without full consultation with tribal representatives. Ours will be a government of participation, of action, of program involvement, and of true self-government.

As a start in that direction -- of participatory government -- I now turn to you. I have some specific questions of my own and I want to listen to those things that matter most to you. I'm here to learn and I ask your help.

A. The following background suggests subject matters the Governor you may wish to comment upon and inquire about:

1. In the 1950's, the Bureau of Indian Affairs' Indian Relocation Program, called "termination," removed Indians from reservations to distant urban areas to be trained for jobs which generally turned out to be non-existent. The program was designed to get rid of the "Indian problem" by getting rid of the Indians. The result of sending Indian people with a totally different culture into the cities was the creation of additional ghettos in those cities. It is interesting to note that all of the militant American Indian Movement Chapters were organized in those relocation cities by the bitter children of relocated Indian families. The outstanding example of a terminated Indian tribe is that of the Menominees of Wisconsin; following
termination, with the end of federal trust protection of their natural resources and their lands, the Menominees lost all of their money ($10 million) and a great deal of their land to non-Indians, and they became wards of county and state government. Congress acted to restore the Menominees trust protection in December of 1973.

In 1970, following policy trends set by Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, President Nixon formalized a federal policy of "self-determination" for Indians throughout America. Your commitment to this policy may be received skeptically because Nixon did little to implement the concept of Indians including Indians in the decision-making process as it affected their lives. You should be familiar with examples of some ill-advised governmental programs foisted on them:

a. HUD has built countless units of substandard, high-density family dwellings on tribal land. These projects were often located in small clusters on as many as 10,000 square miles.

b. EDA provided funds for industrial parks on many tribal lands such as the Pine Ridge, Cheyenne and Rosebud -- which were poorly located and consistently failed. Very little job training was provided and this led to disastrous labor-management relations.

c. EDA also provided funds for a motel built on tribal lands in South Dakota -- without conducting a market survey first. The motel failed.

The federal bureaucracy is honeycombed with programs relating to Indian affairs. HUD, DOC, HEN, LEAA all control grants related to Indians. Additionally, there are 12 Bureau of Indian Affairs offices nationwide, which give the area directors vast powers over funding.
of Indian projects. Eight-eight percent of federal money allocated for Indian tribes is in administration while 12% goes directly to Indians. It is unknown at this time how much of the 88% is actually filtering down to the tribes, but the Abourezk Commission tentatively estimates that $112 million can be shifted away from bureaucratic waste and channeled into direct services for Indian tribes. Below are two of the most obvious examples of the failure of the government to provide adequate services.

The public health service in HEW is responsible for health care. The incidence of tuberculosis among Native Americans is 7.3 times higher than that for all U.S. citizens; "otitis media", an easily treated disease that causes deafness commonly infects Indian children; the infant mortality rate is 11 times the national average; their life expectancy is six years less than all other Americans; per capita expenditures for Indian health purposes are 25% below those of the non-Indian community, and presently there's only one physician for every 988 Indians compared with a national average of one doctor for every 600 non-Indian persons.

The Indians are also concerned about the conflict of interest existing in the Department of the Interior between Indian rights, for which the U.S. is trustee, and non-Indian interests such as those defended by the Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Land Management, and the Bureau of Mines. It is inconceivable that an attorney from the Department of Interior, when dealing with their competing interests, could act in the best interest of his client, the American Indian, when dealing with the competing interests of BLM, BLM-estates, BLM and other agencies. The conflict is such that you might suggest the need to establish a separate and distinct legal department outside the Department of Interior to end this problem.
To Stu Eizenstat for Governor Carter, Jody Powell

From Dick Holbrooke

Please note the following sentence from Dole's comments yesterday, which virtually gives away the game on Yugoslavia: When asked if he would favor sending troops into Yugoslavia, Dole replied: "The answer is no, but I wouldn't tell them in advance what I had in mind."
TO: Stu Eizenstat for Governor Carter, Jody Powell
From: Dick Holbrooke

Subject: Rebuttals to Dole and supporting statements on Yugoslavia

Following is status of efforts you requested concerning statements on Yugoslavia and anti-Dole.

Church--you already have his strong statement of yesterday on Yugoslavia.

Symington--Is releasing statement on World War II today, which Joe Duffey will be putting on nationwide radio network. Symington expresses strong sense of outrage as veteran of four American wars, and supports Mondale call for Ford to repudiate Dole's statement.

Lane Kirkland--preparing statement for either his or George Meany's issuance on WWII.

Senator Bob Byrd--is in Rhode Island today, on Dole's trail, and will make statements along the way on WWII.

Senator Bentsen--will make statements today in Texas on WWII.

John Tunney--Joe Duffey is trying to reach.

Mo Udall--will make statements today on other issues.

Paul Nitze--has sent letter to Washington Post protesting Kraft's column on Yugoslavia in yesterday's papers.

Governor Harriman--will make radio statements today on Yugoslavia. We will send you text, which will refer to Harriman's long association with Tito and support Governor Carter strongly.

Senator McGovern--we are trying to reach.

Comment: I think that although more can be done, this plus the natural comments coming in without these efforts should suffice. Please let us know if you want more.
To: Jim Fallows  
From: Orin Kramer  
Re: Northeast Governors' Coalition

Si indicated that you would call me at 10:45 a.m. to receive what is missing here: namely, specific impacts of Ford actions on the Northeast. Each of the actions listed below impacts disproportionately on the Northeast, but figures are not available now.

1. **JOBS**

   Veto of initial public works bill, the Public Works Employment Act of 1975, which provided $6.3 billion for jobs over several years. The bill would have created between 600,000 and 800,000 new jobs. Ford signed a smaller bill today - an unnecessary delay that retarded economic recovery and kept hundreds of thousands unemployed.

   Ford's proposed 1977 budget would have phased out 260,000 emergency public service jobs and 100,000 summer youth jobs.

2. **HOUSING**

   The Administration has devoted all its housing efforts to the Section 8 program, which has proven a dismal failure. As of September 30, 1976, the program was supposed to have provided housing for 400,000 families; as of June, 1976, only 23,000 families had been aided.

3. **UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION**

   Ford FY 1977 proposed budget would have eliminated 26 weeks of federal compensation for unemployment.

4. **TRANSPORTATION**

   Ford FY 1977 proposed budget would have changed regulations on use of UMTA money. Under existing arrangement, 90% of such funds may be devoted to operating budgets, which is important to the older transportation systems of the Northeast; FY1977 proposal would have lowered ceiling to 50%.
5. **REDUCTION IN FEDERAL AID**

When inflation is taken into account, Ford FY 1977 proposed budget would have cut appropriations by the following amounts below 1976 levels:

- community and regional development - 7.8% in real dollars
- law enforcement and justice - 9.5% in real dollars
- educ. training, employment and social services - 18.3% in real dollars

6. **FAILURE TO ENACT WELFARE REFORM**

Carter proposal would immediately eliminate local share and phase down state share, as revenues allow.

7. **FAILURE TO ENACT HEALTH CARE REFORM**

An increasing percentage of personnel costs for public employees go for medical benefits.
NEW ORLEANS, LA. — Democratic Presidential nominee Jimmy Carter released the following statement today.

Mr. Ford claims that he will provide tax relief for

To: Laura or Carolyn

From: Bob Ginsburg

The press release on tapes (New Orleans) sent on the telecopier is not legible.

Would you please type news release into computer.
TO: Stu Eizenstat and Judy Powell

From: Dick Holbrooke

At Stu Eizenstat's request, I am trying to get maximum number of senior Democrats to make statements on Yugoslavia and anti-Dole in reference to his comments about World War II. The following statement, released by Frank Church's office in Washington, was made this morning at the Los Angeles City Hall. Clark Clifford made the contact on our behalf.

Lou Hoar
213 824-07624
From: Dick Holbrooke

Zbig Brzezinski called to make two suggestions which he passed on to Governor Carter. The first, which I told him was almost certainly out of the question, was that Governor Carter should have a televised session with some of his top economic and foreign policy advisors on Sunday to show his seriousness.

The second suggestion was that if the first was not taken, that Governor Carter authorize two press conferences on Sunday, in New York, of his advisors in the economic and foreign policy fields. In Zbig's view, these press conferences would show the seriousness of the campaign and its focus on issues, and reinforce those aspects of the campaign effort. It would "flesh out" the broad outlines of policy. He is concerned that the strong substantive side to the campaign has been lost in the personalities which have become so much of an issue.

Brzezinski suggests for the foreign policy press conference himself, Henry Owen, Cy Vance, Harold Brown, and Dick Gardner. Henry Owen endorses this idea.

COMMENT: While I understand the concerns which have lead Zbig and Henry Owen to make this suggestion, I do not think it would be wise, raising as it might unanswerable questions., and perhaps suggesting more than would be useful about specific policies. My concern here is not a routine one against details, but a specific worry about this approach. I have encouraged Zbig, Harold, and many others to do whatever they can on their own in the remaining days, but an "authorized" press conference would only detract from the campaign at the last moment.

However, Brzezinski and Owen want the suggestion forwarded to you personally for consideration.
26 big believes this
would also have
the indirect benefit
of showing the
wide range of talent
available to the Carter Administration.
To: Jody Powell
Thru: Stu RXHHKXHm RXXRKX Eizenstat
From: Doug Robinson
Re: Arab Boycott Statement

The following statement is a follow-up on President Ford's speech to B'nai B'rith yesterday and our prior statements on this issue. It should help to keep us on the offensive on this issue.

It is suggested that you might release it in connection with the next Arab boycott news or when in New York or Florida.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Stu Eizenstat
FROM: Doug Robinson
RE: Ford's statement on possibility of Arab oil embargo

President Ford's statement at his Wednesday news conference about the possibility of another Arab oil embargo indicates how out of touch with reality he is, and should be pounced on by Governor Carter if it comes up tonight.

What Ford said is as follows:

"My answer would be that I would not tolerate an Arab oil embargo, but I add very quickly, in the current atmosphere, because of the leadership of the Ford Administration, you aren't going to have an Arab oil embargo.

In 1973 we had the Yom Kippur war. That was settled. We had the Sinai I agreement followed by the Sinai II agreement. This Administration, in the Sinai II agreement, was able to expand the peace effort in the Middle East, because the Arab nations on the one hand and Israel on the other trust the Ford Administration.

You won't find among Arab nations today the same attitude that prevailed at the time of the Yom Kippur war. And you won't find the possibilities of another Middle East war today that you had in 1973. So the probabilities of an Arab oil embargo are virtually nil because of the leadership of this Administration.

Now furthermore, I do not agree with the proposed recommendations of Mr. Carter if there was one. He says he would cut off food, he would cut off trade, he would cut off military arms. I think we can avoid an Arab oil embargo and not have to resort to cutting off food that American farmers have produced and sell abroad in order to help our economy here at home."

There are several things that could be said in response to this:

--Our reliance on imports has increased from about 36 percent at the time of the embargo to about 44 percent today. Our reliance on oil from the Arab countries has increased from about 7 percent to 16 percent. We do not yet have any oil stockpiled to protect against another embargo. That, plus the fact that even Secretary Kissinger believes pressures are mounting in the Middle East for another war, make it clear that Ford's statement that the chances for another embargo is nil is about as insightful as Neville Chamberlain's statements about peace for our time.
-- It is totally inconsistent with what his own aides on
ergy policy are saying with regard to the possibility of
another embargo. For example, according to our AP wire story,
only the day before in Louisville, Secretary of the Interior
(Thomas Kleppe said in a campaign speech on Ford's behalf):

"We have to destroy some myths, /including/ the myth that this /country's/ dependence on imports does not threaten our political inde-pendence and national security /and/ the myth that we are somehow safe from future oil em-bargoes ... We all wish these myths were true, ... but wishing will not make it so."

FEA Administrator Frank Zarb, in a speech in Denver on September 20, cited the rising import figures and said:

"Our economic and political vulnerability becomes an even bigger target for the use of oil as a weapon.

"The last embargo cost our economy $35 billion to $40 billion and helped trigger a recession. Ano­ther embargo, involving even more imports, could be devastating ...

"Now that may sound overly dramatic, but if you consider the facts and implications of those facts, it becomes instead a frightening and very dangerous prospect.

"The outlook for import vulnerability is not promising in the short run."

-- The Ford Administration's own morally bankrupt policies in the Middle East reflect its considerable fear of the consequences of another embargo. In order to obtain the "trust" of the Arab nations Ford referred to in his press conference, we have had to escalate the arms race in the Middle East and turn our back on our allies and our moral principles. When the Senate Foreign Relations Committee was pressured by the Administration into not blocking the sale of 650 maverick missiles to Saudi Arabia on September 27, Vice President Rockefeller, who was instrumental in getting Chairman John Sparkman to go along with the Administration, was quoted by Sparkman as saying the Administration is "greatly disturbed" by possible Senate intervention in view of the "tremendous power (Saudi Arabia) has over oil." Last Wednesday, in testimony before a House Commerce subcommittee, Secretary Richardson cited the country's dependence on the Arab countries for oil as a principal reason why the Administration has not imposed an outright prohibition on com­pliance with the Arab boycott.
To: Stu Eizenstat
From: Orin Kramer

As I have traveled across the country, I have heard thousands and thousands of Americans say they don't believe the federal government can be made to work again. This pessimism about government is so widespread that many people have lost faith in the very idea of public service. The word "bureaucrat" has become a pejorative word, almost an insult.

It wasn't always like this, and it doesn't have to be anymore. The federal government can be well managed. It can be efficient. It can be responsive. It can once again be a source of pride to the public and to the public servant.

The Republicans talk about management, but their eight-year record of federal administration has been dominated by politics, deference to special interests, and passive tolerance of program inadequacies. They have done nothing to reduce the 1500 categorical programs that get advice from the 1240 commissions and boards. In fact, in the last two years they added 86 more agencies.

They have made little progress in controlling the paperwork explosion that costs the government $15 billion per year. They have added to the 9000 federal laws that require people to fill out 4504 different federal forms, which generate records which would fill 11 Washington Monuments each year.

No wonder the public is confused and angry. But the greatest burden is borne by the thousands of dedicated and competent federal employees who labor daily under the most frustrating working conditions.

I want to talk today about what government reorganization wil
mean to the thousands of federal public servants. I share the public's disillusionment with its government -- and I know that you do too. But the backlash should not be directed against government employees, who want to do a good job, but against the barriers that hold them back.

If I am elected President, I intend to work with career comprehensive and thorough public servants to plan a reform and reorganization of the federal government. Today I would like to discuss some of the elements which ought to be considered. A number of these steps were part of the reorganization program I adopted in Georgia.

First, we need to reverse a process which has happened too often in recent years. Countless numbers of able and dedicated civil servants have seen their responsibility and authority taken over by a small palace guard of Presidential advisors. If government is to work properly again, there must be literally thousands of "centers of leadership" -- points at which people have the responsibility to make things work, and the authority to make it happen.

Second, we must create a system to continually reevaluate the usefulness and size of government programs. This is called "zero-based budgeting." In Georgia, the most enthusiastic supporters of zero-based budgeting, and the force which has made it an effective management tool -- have been the state civil servants. Zero-based budgeting has worked because it has given each shop foreman or state patrol corporal or the person in charge of a seed laboratory a chance to analyze what they are doing and how the productivity of their program could be improved. All the way up the line, people have a chance to suggest ways to improve the quality of their services. It is a process of continuing reassessment, in which all
responsibile employees participate.

Third, we need to make sure that each agency, division, bureau -- and each individual federal official -- has a strong incentive to make government more efficient and responsive. This we can do by providing cash bonuses to individuals who save the government money and by assuring that when areas are identified which require lower expenditures or fewer resources, that all these resources are not simply taken away, but are redirected toward more productive uses. In Georgia, we did not cut the number of employees, though we did curtail the pace at which state employment had been growing. Although the growth rate of state employment fell during my Administration by nearly two-thirds, no one lost his or her job.

We didn't make government work by putting people out of work. We made it work by letting people be more efficient: quadrupling the number of mentally retarded helped by community training centers, tripling the number of people receiving treatment for alcoholism, tripling the number of high schools providing vocational education - without increasing State income, sales or property taxes. In fact, in 1973 we rebated $50 million in property taxes.

With your support, we can refocus the resources of the federal government, and begin to remove the bureaucratic yoke from federal employees. We can create a government that allows them to achieve their first objective: to serve the public interest.
To: Stu Eizenstat

From: Doug Robinson

President Ford announced late last night that he was signing the antitrust bill. From a political standpoint it would have been better if he had vetoed it, but I think it is still possible to make something of the complete hypocrisy of his action in signing it, in a statement along the lines of the following.

* * * * * *

Speech language:

I am glad to see that President Ford decided at the last minute to sign the antitrust enforcement bill, as I urged him to do last Tuesday. However, the American people should realize that Mr. Ford's action was not based on principle but on political expediency. Mr. Ford signed the antitrust enforcement bill because, as one of his advisors was quoted as saying earlier this week, "All we need is Jimmy Carter to say we are soft on price fixers."

The Ford Administration's antitrust chief originally supported an even stronger version of the bill last year. He had the rug pulled out from under him, however, when Mr. Ford met with a group of business leaders in Chicago known to be opponents of the bill on the eve of the important Illinois primary. A few days after the meeting and just before the primary, Mr. Ford publicly announced his strong reservations about the bill. Since then, Mr. Ford and his running mate have done everything they could to keep the bill from reaching Mr. Ford's desk.
Thus, Mr. Ford's action in signing the antitrust enforcement bill at the height of the campaign should not be allowed to obscure the cozy relationship that exists between the Ford administration and big business, or the fact that the bill would not have been signed at any other time.

Background statement:

I am glad to see that President Ford decided at the last minute to sign the antitrust enforcement bill, as I urged him to do last Tuesday. However, the American people should realize that Mr. Ford's action was not based on principle but on political expediency. Mr. Ford signed the antitrust enforcement bill because, as one of his advisors was quoted in the Wall Street Journal as saying earlier this week, "All we need is Jimmy Carter to say we are soft on price fixers."

Even in announcing he would sign it, however, Mr. Ford complained that the principal feature of the bill -- permitting state attorneys general to file suits under the antitrust laws on behalf of all of a state's citizens who have been injured by price fixing -- was of "dubious merit." In truth, the only thing wrong with the bill is that it has been weakened over the past several months as a result of intense lobbying by big business, with the support of its chief ally, the Ford Administration. But the bill still represents the most significant advancement in antitrust enforcement in 25 years.
Price fixing is still rampant in this country. Mr. Ford's own antitrust chief said, upon taking office four years ago, that he was "shocked" and "appalled" at the amount of illegal price fixing that was occurring in the business community. Upon leaving office this past July, he said "I'm still appalled." The provisions of the bill allowing state attorneys general to sue on behalf of all injured consumers within a state would be a useful tool in fighting inflation and making corporations account for the profits they make by price fixing. That is why those provisions have been so vehemently opposed by big business, but so strongly supported by all 50 state attorneys general and by labor and consumer organizations.

The bill was also strongly endorsed at one time by the Justice Department. But in March of this year, Mr. Ford, after meeting on the eve of the Illinois primary with Illinois business leaders opposed to the bill, pulled the rug out from under his Antitrust Division and announced his "strong reservations" about the bill. Both Mr. Ford and his running mate have since done everything they could to sidetrack the bill, including having Mr. Dole take time out from his campaigning only a month ago to vote against cutting off a filibuster designed to kill the bill.

Thus, Mr. Ford's action in signing the antitrust enforcement bill at the height of the campaign should not be allowed to obscure the cozy relationship that exists between the Ford Administration and big business and the fact that the bill would not have been signed at any other time.
Jimmy Carter means what he says about antitrust enforcement. The antitrust enforcement bill will make the antitrust laws a more useful weapon in the fight against the inflation that Mr. Ford claims to be so worried about. A Carter administration would put the bill to good use to attack the anticompetitive practices that are adding to the inflation and other enormous economic burdens that have been placed on consumers by 8 years of Republican economic policies.
TO: STU EIZENSTAT; MILT GWIRTMAN
FOR: GOVERNOR CARTER
RE: MEETING WITH LDS LEADERSHIP

You will be meeting with the First Presidency of the Church of Latter Day Saints, a group of 3 men who are the leadership of the church.

(1) Spencer W. Kimball -- he has been president of the church since 1973. He presides over a 3.5 million membership worldwide-- 2.8 million in this country. He has traveled in nearly every country. In 57, he underwent an operation for cancer of the throat and lost a vocal cord; you should be aware that he speaks with a very hoarse voice. Kimball appoints two counselors to preside with him, they are:

(2) N. Eldon Tanner -- a former industrial and political leader in Canada, he became a U.S. citizen in 66 and first counselor since 72

(3) Marion G. Romney -- he has been second counselor since 72 and one of the guiding forces behind the church's widely known "self-help" program (described below).

It would be well received if you followed church protocol and addressed all 3 men as "president" before their name.

President Kimball is considered to be a prophet. He is in direct communication with the Lord and receives revelations.

Issues of Concern to the Church--

(1) The family is considered to be the cornerstone of the nation and of their religion. Marriage and the family unit are seen as existing for "time and eternity" and not just for the duration of earthly life. The church directs that every Monday night should be set aside as family home evening. The church is very concerned about the deterioration of the family as an institution in our society. If you can assure them of your personal concern and indicate, for example, that your administration will consider all programs in light of their impact on the family, it will be very well received.

(2) The importance of moral behavior and living in accordance to ethical standards is of paramount importance to the church.

moral leadership-- an indication that you as President would be guided by moral principles -- a renewed commitment to ethical leadership-- would be well received.

anti-pornography-- the church has led a strong drive against pornography in the state-- church assignments include picketing movie houses which show pornographic films.
abortion—the church is totally opposed to abortion. Although the church has not publically come out in favor of a constitutional amendment, they would if the issue came to the point where their own membership could vote on it. The church's opposition to E.R.A. caused its defeat in the state. The church is opposed to any form of birth control other than the rhythm method, so you may want to speak about your own personal attitudes on abortion rather than stressing the federal government's role in disseminating birth control information.

(3) The importance of the work ethic and self-reliance are strong and basic values for this religious community. However, for those times when a member does fall ill and cannot be cared for by his family, the church has set up one of the most extensive welfare programs (read "self-help" programs— which is how you should refer to it. This program provides food, clothing and shelter. A member is encouraged to work in the program while receiving its services if at all possible in order to maintain his self-respect. A Mormon will first turn to his family for help, then to the church. Mormons are actively discouraged from going on public welfare as it considered to be an abuse of the taxpayers' money. The community takes great pride in this program, and any comments you feel that you can make about it would be very well received.

(4) A final program in which the church takes great pride is its missionary program. Young people are encouraged to give two years of their life to mission programs both at home and overseas, in which they attempt to win new converts to the faith. Those involved support themselves during this time, assuring an active commitment on the part of those that go. There are presently some 25,000 young missionaries around the world.

TAXATION OF CHURCH PROPERTY

A question may arise on your statement about taxing church property, since the LDS Church owns a good deal of land and has various business enterprises. You should know that the L.D.S. Church for over 50 years has voluntarily paid taxes on their business enterprises. The only marginal issue that could come up is the fact that Utah does not tax "welfare farms", which are operated by voluntary labor, and the produce is given to those in need. Some non-church people object to this, since it does involve a substantial amount of land that is taken off the property tax roles. If pressed to comment you can say that this is a local issue, and you understand that the State of Utah agrees that these farms do not qualify as a business enterprise, and you stand on your general principle that if a religious or philanthropic organization is engaged in nonprofit activity, its property should be tax free.
TO: Jimmy Carter

FROM: DeJongh Franklin

Senator Humphrey will be operated on Thursday morning at 8:00 a.m. at Sloan-Kettering Memorial Hospital. You may wish to call him Tuesday or Wednesday at 212/794-7081, room unknown.

If she has not already done so, Rosalynn can reach Muriel Humphrey at 202/554-3302 on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings -- thereafter, at the hospital in New York.

DeJongh
In two weeks the zoo will be 60 years old.

The zoo has a superb reputation as one of this country's most modern and innovative zoos, providing a good habitat for the animals, and making progress successfully proving new techniques for the reproduction of endangered species which are in captivity.

The zoo has some 3 million visitors per year, over half of whom visit the zoo free. Its program to admit children under 16 free, and to issue passes for senior citizens has encouraged use of the zoo. In addition, some 160,000 military personnel, and families receiving public assistance need pay no entry free. Bonifide educational organizations and members of the zoological society may visit the zoo without charge. Overall 53% of the people who visit the zoo get in free.

The zoo has accomplished accomplishments have come about through the dedication of the people of San Diego. Very little help has been given by the Federal government.

The federal government has given very little assistance to the San Diego zoo (a private, non-profit organization). Its accomplishments are attributable to the dedication and interest of the people of San Diego, and those who had the vision and determination 60 years ago to create, within an urban environment, a place where people can appreciate and learn about animals.

The attached details the pool record in providing parks, zoo and recreation areas.
The preservation and management of this nation's wealth of wildlife is a responsibility which the Republicans have failed to make seriously over the last eight years. They have fallen down in the maintenance of our wildlife refuges, have kept the lid on monies for the Land and Water Conservation Fund which would help states and local governments preserve wildlife areas, and have accomplished dragged their feet in implementation of our laws to protect endangered species, managing only to come up with a system of red tape which hampers the efforts of those who really care about animals such as the experts here at the San Diego Zoo.

It is now estimated that there is an $83 million backlog in maintenance of facilities in our national wildlife areas. The Republican staff is staff for our wildlife management areas has decreased by 7% over the last 3 years, even though visitor use is increasing at a rate of over a million per year.

Our National Wildlife System is an example of our national wildlife system, and proud that we have a country which cares enough about the natural beauty of this earth and all living things that we have established a National Wildlife System. But I am discouraged that we have permitted our system to become so deteriorated, so bureaucratized that positive steps which can be taken to our progress. Our system began with the establishment of a three acre refuge, Pelican Island in Florida in 1903. Today our system covers over some 34 million acres in 379 different areas. The primary objective of the refuge system is to preserve and manage the vital habitat of endangered species such as the whooping crane.
and millions of waterfowl and other wildlife. The Refuge system provides recreational, educational, historical and scenic opportunities for the benefit of the entire nation.

During my administration as Governor of Georgia, we added 12 new wildlife management areas to the state system, expanding land for this use by one third, to 1.1 million acres. As Governor, I sponsored and saw passed During my term the Georgia Assembly passed the Georgia Endangered Wildlife Act of 1973 authorizing protection of rare and endangered species of plants and wildlife. We organized the first State of Georgia Conference on Endangered Species, providing an opportunity for specialists and interested citizens to contribute to the planning and development of the endangered species program.
Abundant and diverse fish, wildlife and plant species are essential to our enjoyment of the natural world as well as to our own survival. Each species is unique and plays a role in the earth's ecosystem. Our fish, wildlife and plant resources act as indicators of the health of our environment -- when their survival is endangered, it is like the canary in the coal mine -- it is time for all of us to be concerned about the quality of our environment.
The Carter Administration will turn the previous attitude of neglect into one of concern. The Refuge System lacks a mandate as to the purposes and objectives for its management. The System requires an independent organizational identity within the Fish and Wildlife Service and more realistic funding and manpower ceilings. Presently the morale of Refuge System employees is low because of the vacillating priorities within the Fish and Wildlife Service.

The Carter Administration will address these problems. More importantly, the Carter Administration will bring a conservation philosophy to the White House. I believe this is what the National Wildlife Refuges—and all the federally owned lands—most need.
3. Whales

Millions of Californians watch the California Gray Whales migrate up and down the coast each year. The Gray Whale was designated the official state marine mammal this year. Yet these spectacular mammals have been mercilessly exploited by the Japanese and Soviet Union fishing industry--whaling industry. The President--presently has the authority to Carter should--come out--firmly committed to using all sanction--all economic means available to halt commercial whaling, including the threat of an embargo of fishery products from offending nations. This sanction is already available to the President, but Ford has been unwilling to use it. Might also mention that Governor Jerry Brown has designed November 20 as the day for California to celebrate its whale-- Whale Day. I hope that the President will then be able, as President elect to give the weight of the office which, by that time he hopes to be the President elect, and as such can lend the weight of the presidency, at least prospectively, to the efforts to save the whales initiated in California.
TO: Milt Gwirtzman, Phil Zeidman  

XXX For: Pat Anderson  

From: Kitty Schirmer  

Thru: Stu Eizenstat  

Re: Background for California Zoo Remarks  

Below are several suggestions for Gov. Carter's remarks at the San Diego Zoo. The Urban Parks statement is one which we have been anxious to make for some time—a number of congressmen are interested in seeing it pushed (Bennet Johnston in particular). There is almost no opposition to a strong stance to protect the whales, and it is of tremendous emotional and symbolic importance in California. Gov. Brown will proclaim Nov. 20 as "California Celebrates the Whale" Day and publicity will be gearing up for that over the weekend and next week.
TO: Jody Powell
Thru: Stu Eizenstat
From Dick Holbrooke

In reference to the continuing discussion of how and where Governor Carter would reduce the defense budget, you and he should be aware of the fact that $3 Billion of the FY 77 budget was put in by the Administration solely as "cut insurance." Thus, one way to make a really significant reduction is simply to submit an honest budget. It could also be pointed out that such padding is the typical "political business as usual"--the type of political charade that should be ended, etc.

Source for this information: The New York Times, February 4, 1976, article by Les Gelb, citing a memorandum prepared by OMB which labeled $3 billion of the budget as "cut insurance." In same memo OMB recommended that Ford set military spending authority at $110 billion--but Ford increased it by $2.7 billion. OMB memo was written in October 1975.

Secondly, there is mileage to be gotten out of the "Texas primary" additions to the budget--ships, mostly frigates, that were added to the budget after it was originally submitted, timed to help Ford during his tough primary battles with Reagan in Texas and elsewhere. Ford could be challenged to answer "What happened between January and the summer that required the addition of those five ships to the budget?"
Leaders, for a change.

To: Jody Powell & Stu Eizenstat

From: Bob Haverly & Betty Rainwater

RE: Excerpts from Monday 10/28 1976 Medicaid Press Conference
MEMORANDUM

TO : Governor Carter
FROM : Oliver Miller
THROUGH: Al Stern
SUBJECT: Support Prices for Wheat

Our advisors in the Senate Agriculture Committee and on various consulting firms report rumors that President Ford may be getting ready to announce an increase in loan support levels for wheat and possibly other grains. I asked them to get support for these rumors. Here is their report:

1. The price of wheat futures has fallen from $4.32/bu. exactly one year ago to $3.94 last July to $2.94 last Friday. The price farmers receive is probably closer to $2.60/bu. Wheat farmers are alarmed. They are finding it more and more difficult to obtain credit. There have already been numerous requests for acreage controls.

2. Dole has repeatedly told audiences in the Midwest that he has "taken the matter of support prices up with the President."

3. Last week, Ford's Advisory Committee on Wheat met with Secretary Butz and Director of ASCS Frick. The Committee, which consists overwhelmingly of Republican appointees, reportedly advised Ford that if he wanted the votes from the wheat belt, he would have to do something about the present unrealistic price support levels.

4. One of our advisors found out from two or three sources that papers were being prepared by Butz' department for discussion by the advisory group leading to a recommendation to the President.

5. A contact at the USDA told one of our advisors that "if something was going to be done, it would be done for all grains, not just wheat."

Ford's Options. The law gives the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to raise the price support loan level to 100% of parity (i.e. to $4. 32/bu.).

Ford has the option of increasing loan rates for the 1977 crop, for the just-harvested 1976 crop or for both.

Although he stands to gain politically from raising support price levels, John Schnitcker feels that he is personally disinclined to raise the support price levels.
to Jody Powell & Pat Anderson
from Stu Eisenstat

Ford will sign the "sunshine" bill at noon today. He did nothing to assist its passage and nothing to broaden its coverage - it only covers regulatory agencies. We should state that it should be strengthened to cover the entire governmental process and blast him for his passive posture on this matter.
Jody --

John Deveraux (works in Sen. Culver's office in Council Bluffs, Iowa) called at 1:20 today to report the attached A.P. wire story on JC's stand on abortion. The story ran in the Council Buliffs Non-Pareil on Monday Feb. 9, and in the Sioux City Journal on Sunday, Feb. 8. The paragraph we need to worry about is as follows:

"I never have taken but one position on the issue (of abortion). My statements don't completely please the right-to-life people," Carter said. "My statements don't completely please the abortionists. But my position has never changed. I think abortion's wrong. I don't think government ought to do anything to end abortions."

OM 2/10
1:40
The Carter campaign office in Atlanta received a series of questions from the Energy Action Committee on February 16. We were told this morning by officials at the Committee that our responses had to be in to them by tomorrow morning or their advertisements would go to press without our answers. In response, we sent the following telegram to James Flug, director of the Energy Action Committee, this afternoon:

"Dear Mr. Flug --

The Carter campaign received your questionnaire dated February 10 late yesterday afternoon (February 16). We were informed this morning that we had to complete it in one day to meet your deadline. I'm sure you will agree that Governor Carter needs more time to respond fully. We will be unable to meet this unreasonable deadline.

Steven Stark
Issues Coordinator

Governor Carter plans to answer the questionnaire fully as soon as possible.

Steven Stark
To Jody --

I have sent you a copy of the questionnaire (sorry for my notes on it) as well as a suggested letter for the press you can distribute. I sent the telegram to Flug, as well as Tom Winship at the Globe and the political editor at the Union-Leader. You may want to give them a call so they'll know what this is all about.

You can get me at the office or at home (404-261-1675).

Steve
MEMORANDUM

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT
RE: PUBLIC WORKS VETO OVERRIDE

IT is important that you become established in the eyes of the media and in the eyes of the voter as THE Democrat to be looked to for responses from the Democratic Party to President's Ford's actions. This has the added benefit of putting you above the other Democratic candidates who are busy cutting each other down.

In this regard, while you want to avoid the notion that you are another Senator or Congressman, you should come out strongly against Ford's veto of the Public Works Bill, before the House vote on Thursday. This could give you the opportunity to criticize Ford as the most-veto prone President in our history, to state that we cannot have the type of Presidential leadership we need when his philosophy is a negative one, and to state in general terms your agreement with the need to create public jobs, particularly with the counter-cyclical provisions in the bill to help areas of high unemployment. With each reduction of 1% in the unemployment rate, we gain some $13 billion in tax revenue.
Here is the energy paper on New England which I think is good and can get some good press copy. Jimmy approved it, although you will want to tell him that I have changed two sections at the urging of Joe Browder, one of our top experts in this field, and Stu. The section about regional mechanisms to deal with energy facilities has been softened somewhat. Joe said that was a hot and controversial issue that Jimmy shouldn't get involved in until he has considered all the options carefully. Replacing it is a graf on increased reliance on coal production which Joe thinks is important and was neglected in the statement. He said last year one company in Mass. had to import coal from South Africa.

The section on natural gas has been removed. Stu says and I agree that his position statement doesn't add anything to the whole piece.

Stu would also like Jimmy, extemporaneously maybe, to say, "We should explore a compensation mechanism for New England to assist their overdependence on imported oil and the energy penalty they pay through no fault of their own." SUCH A COMMENT IS NOT IN THE PAPER ITSELF SO USE IT AS YOU SEE FIT.
Rick -

From said with regard to health statement.

1) Call Richard Hardy (Dir. of Human Resources)
2) Speak to Steve Chandler, who knows a lot about P.L. record in the area.
3) It will be nec. to call IC to get anything on a futureplan.

Spoke to Dr. Persons - he is pretty quick on his feet and doesn’t need everything spelled out on paper. He asks that we especially address ourselves to dental matters and supplement it with general medical info (e.g., noted his favorable response to fenazine comments on long term hospitalization of retarded children, the last time he was in Dec.)
From: Sheldon Toibb  
Master of Laws Student In Labor Law at Georgetown University  
309 25th St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20037
To: Rob Firth

Subject: Campaign suggestions concerning Jewish voters and Labor issues

I. Attracting the Jewish Constituency

In the Miami and New York City areas exist very large concentrations of Jewish voters. In New York, especially, attracting a respectable percentage of this vote is necessary for a good result as Jews cast 40% of the Democratic primary vote. At present, Senator Jackson has made substantial inroads in getting this vote. It will not be possible to overcome Senator Jackson in this area. However, it is essential that the Governor take steps to establish himself as a strong number two candidate on Jewish issues. No other candidate has done so as yet. Without downgrading Senator Jackson, it must be shown that the Jewish constituency is not his sole domain and that the Governor has strong positions on Jewish issues as well. I have heard Senator Jackson's campaign is complaining that the Governor is doing better among Miami's Jewish voters than he deserves to be doing.

Making an early showing in this area is vital for another practical reason. If Senator Jackson folds before the California primary, the Governor will be in a very strong position to carry the majority of the over half million Jewish population of Los Angeles County. In 1972, in the last Field poll Senator McGovern had approximately a 20% edge over Senator Humphrey. Yet his winning margin was only 3%. What happened? In one of the last televised California debates Senator Humphrey exposed Senator McGovern's previous position of favoring the internationalizing of Jerusalem. In the primary vote,
Arguments on both sides are all too clear as evidenced by President Ford's veto and by Secretary of Labor Dunlop's resignation. The major argument against allowing such picketing, which is in effect a secondary boycott as has been ruled for over 20 years by the Supreme Court, is that such picketing would drive small general contractors and subcontractors who were not unionized out of business as they could not afford the high rates which the international construction unions would impose on them as they had with larger contractors.

6. Age Discrimination of 1967—It presently covers only employees from 40 to 65; consider a possible expansion of coverage, e.g. 35-65. This could be a very popular move.

I am more than willing to consult with anyone about any of the points or suggestions raised in this memo.
5. National Labor Relations Act

The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) provides for collective bargaining for construction workers. If a union were to try to keep the NLRA, it would have to receive an agency shop, but would be accountable every six years. Such an approach would promote employee freedom, a union would have to recognize the employees' desire under the National Labor Relations Act to vote on whether or not to be represented by the union. In addition, the Act requires the union to file a certification petition with the National Labor Relations Board if the employees vote against representation. This is somewhat different from the Act because the employees would be required to vote every six years, whereas the NLRA provides for agency elections every three years, two contracts.

AND/OR 2. Resisting this line of reasoning union shops are anathema to fair contract negotiations and collective bargaining. The employees retain their freedom of collective bargaining even when employed by employer employers. This result is achieved through the use of collective bargaining agreements. The employees therefore receive the costs of collective bargaining, the benefits of the shareholders, the NLRA. The NLRA would cover these employees as a result of the employees' collective bargaining efforts. The NLRA would also cover these employees as a result of the employees' collective bargaining efforts. The NLRA would also cover these employees as a result of the employees' collective bargaining efforts. The NLRA would also cover these employees as a result of the employees' collective bargaining efforts. The NLRA would also cover these employees as a result of the employees' collective bargaining efforts.

In any new employer would not have to agree to join a union that they would have as compared to union shops with a modified dues procedure. This way employees would be able to pay more than usual. For example, let's say the regular union dues (€3, +) would have been higher than the employee's dues (€5). Thus, the employee would have to pay a higher amount than the regular union dues. This would be fair and reasonable.

4.網友 to Work-Section 1(f) of the Fair-Practice Act

A new study of the act with appropriate amendments should be taken. A new study of the act with appropriate amendments should be taken. This is particularly so during a recession.
will certainly be a plus.

8. California—I have a couple of contacts from the head Humphrey Jewish campaign people in 1972 in Los Angeles. I do not know of their plans, but certainly they could be at least able to provide others who might be willing to help. I have friends also from 1972 who are now located in Cleveland and New Orleans.

9. I am willing to write any ads or proposals that is needed to LABOR LAW ISSUES.

1. There are going to be more employees whose collective bargaining contracts run out in 1976 than in quite a few years. Strikes in some industries are probable. A moderate position right be that without igniting new inflation, labor should not be denied its fair share at the bargaining table despite the recession.

2. Equal Pay Act (between sexes)—No one has touched on this. Because of the jurisdictional limitations and the exemptions of the Fair Labor Standards Act to which the Equal Pay Act was tacked on, there is no across the board coverage of the law. Expanding the scope of this Act would be big with women everywhere.

3. Pension Reform Act—It's a mess. Its employer contribution and standards are so strict that many small employers are terminating the employee plans because they cannot meet the funding requirements. It is actually hurting the employees of these employers. The Act has created a bureaucratic nightmare with the Labor Department, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Secretary of the Treasury, and the IRS all involved. Moreover under a possible broad interpretation of the fiduciary standards of the Act, collective bargaining agents of unions and employers who are also fiduciaries under the Act's very expansive definition of fiduciary, could be violating the sole benefit
3. Rabbi David Luchins, Assistant Professor of Political Science at Touro College in New York, was head of Senator Humphrey's successful Jewish campaign in 1972 and later was one of the National Co-Chairmen of Democrats for Nixon. He is also one of my closest friends. Although he is strongly uncommitted at the moment, he has resisted Jackson's active appeal of his support. Getting his help in the long would give you a whole network of volunteers. I am sure he would be willing to meet with the Governor.

4. Every time a New York mayoral campaign occurs, the candidates sought an audience with the Lubavitcher Rabbi in Brooklyn. He is head of a small bery, religious Orthodox sect, but his reputation and character cover the entire New York area. His stature among Jews in New York can only be compared to the Pope for Catholics. Seaking such a meeting would create good publicity with the Jewish Press, the major Orthodox Jewish publication in New York. My cousin is a member of the Lubavitch movement and I could ask him advice in arranging such a meeting with the Governor.

5. Rabbi Seymour Siegel, of the Jewish Theological Seminary and one of the foremost Conservative Jewish Rabbis in America supported President Nixon and spoke at his inauguration. I think I have good contracts for the Governor to meet with him. Speaking at the Seminary wouldn't hurt either.

6. On Monday night March 15th, is the happy Jewish Festival of Purim. Last year 20,000 college students has services and socializing at Columbia University. Leafleting there with strong pro-Jewish fliers, very possibly along with an appearance by Chip or the Governor himself could produce votes, volunteers and good publicity.

7. Passover is in the middle of April, two weeks after New York. Take reference to the lack of Matzos, the Passover bread, for Russian Jews
5. In any large city there are Jewish retirement centers or apartment complexes. As older Jewish voters vote heavily, leafleting such areas as the Blair House in Washington is important.

6. Taking out large ads in all Jewish newspapers quoting the Governor historical or religious and possibly showing a picture of him near a Jewish monument in Israel from last year is very important. Besides providing publicity, such ads can be duplicated and distributed door to door or posted in key places as already mentioned. The most essential paper in New York is the Jewish Press, a weekly publication. This paper must be solicited constantly.

New York

Because of my contacts I think I could provide the following:

1. A speaking engagement at Yeshiva University (Orthodox). Although most students are probably pro-Jackson, it will show unusual interest to speak there. A polite and courteous reception to a packed auditorium is always the rule when a major presidential, senatorial or mayoral speaker comes. Press is always there for good coverage. I might suggest a short meeting with the editors of the college newspaper, THE COMMENTATOR. This has never been done. If a favorable article would result, it can be xeroxed many times and be distributed widely. As I graduated from Yeshiva University and know the Dean, I probably can arrange a speaking engagement. As I was on THE COMMENTATOR editorial board, I know how flattered they would be by an interview offer.

2. My former Rabbi from St. Louis is now Rabbi of the biggest Orthodox synagogue is Brooklyn and is also vice-president of the Rabbinical Council of America. I could try getting a date at his synagogue. I could also attempt to get at least a meeting with some of the most important Orthodox congregational Rabbis in the New York area.
Ratel by all Jews as they are only 4% of the national population.

Usage of quotas for minorities necessarily cuts back on the number of Jews which would be employed; especially in the higher professions. McGovern got killed on this issue in 1972.

8. Humane Animal Slaughtering— Be strongly against it. It conflicts with the Jewish ritual of kosher slaughtering and even a no-stand on this issue would be devastating.

Jewish Campaign Tactics
have anyone
1. Never/campaign in a Jewish neighborhood (e.g. parts of Miami Beach, Brooklyn and Queens) on Friday night, Saturday or on Jewish holidays. It's a very good way of alienating many Orthodox Jews in the area. Making mentions of this plan might be good public relations.

2. When campaigning in Jewish areas, watch what the Governor eats. McGovern ate a kosher hotdog (meat) with a glass of milk. It was widely publicized and remembered later. Do not/eat a dairy product when eating any meat in a Jewish neighborhood as it is one of the major violations of the laws of keeping kosher.

3. Find a yarmulka (skull cap) for the Governor that will not look on him as if he never wore one in his life. Most candidates wear a large ugly black ones which has a point in the center which sticks up in the air. This type does not lay flat. I suggest procuring a knit yarmulka which would lay flat on the round rear on the and would be attached by a hobby pin to a lock of hair. A soft brown color would be preferable is it would compliment the Governor's hair color.

4. Kosher meat markets and delicatessens are good places to circulate campaign literature. Politely ask permission from a proprietor to leave various leaflets from which customers can take copies. A very friendly owner might let a flier be posted near the entrance.
Senator Humphrey swept Los Angeles County although he lost the rest of the state. The Jewish vote went to Humphrey by a vast majority.

The Major Issues

1. The Middle East-- Attack the 3.5 billion arms cut to Israel proposed by the President. Oppose placing undue pressure on Israel in negotiating a settlement that may provide false hopes and an illusory appearance of peace for a short period but would undermine Israel's long-term military security and stability. Come out against the internationalizing of Jerusalem. Finally, never mention Palestinian rights or the creation of a third state on the West Bank of the Jordan River. Any such statement will hurt severely and will long be remembered.

2. Employment Discrimination-- Favor vigorous prosecution of suits against American companies which discriminate on the hiring of Jews on the orders of Arabs. No one has made much of this yet.

3. Soviet Jewry-- Soviet Jewish immigration has come to almost a halt. Aside from the Jackson Amendment tying this issue to "most favored nation" trade status, new diplomatic moves must be taken to change the present low emigration.

4. Moynihan-- Jackson has strongly supported Moynihan's conduct at the U.N. A little more vocal support from the Governor plus a few cracks at the behind the door politics at the State Department certainly would not hurt.

5. Public Housing-- In New York, never mention putting low-income housing in middle class areas. It can kill. Be silent. The only middle class areas left in New York are Italian and Jewish.

6. Aid to Parochial Schools Reform-- and Conservative Jews are against it; Orthodox Jews are strongly for it. Either way you both win and lose. Catholic and are strong; is it?

7. Quotas in Employment-- The usage of quotas in employment is
LAND USE AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The following individuals have agreed to provide advice on land use and urban development when called upon. Most of them are not yet committed to Carter and some (e.g. Schussheim, Gorham, Downs) are not in a position to take a formal stand on a candidate in any case; but they are willing to advise any candidate who is interested in their professional input. If at any time a list of formal advisers were to be compiled and/or released, please check with the individuals directly whether they are willing to be so listed, or contact Kas Kalba.

William Gorham, President
The Urban Institute
2100 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
tel. (202) 223-1950
urban policy

Peter Wolf, Director
Institute of Architecture and Urban Studies
8 West 40th Street
New York, New York
tel. (212) 947-0765
urban designer

John Costonis
Visiting Prof. of Law and Urban Design
Bolt Hall
University of Calif. at Berkeley
Berkeley, California
tel. (415) 642-5733
sec. (415) 642-0921
land use law
national growth policy

Anthony Downs, Chairman
Real Estate Research Corporation
72 W. Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
tel. (312) 346-5885
home (312) 381-5065
urban development
housing
land use
equal opportunity
Land Use and Urban Development

Robert Einsweiler
Robert Einsweiler Associates
100 Yorktown Office Court
Minneapolis, St. Paul
tel. (612) 835-4211
home (612) 825-7050
(formerly President, American Institute of Planners)
land use
metropolitan planning
urban development

Lawrence Susskind
Assoc. Prof. of Urban Studies and Planning
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
tel. (617) 253-2036
home (617) 738-6369
(working with Democratic Platform Committee)
national growth policy
land use
urban development

David A. Crane
The Crane Design Group
3501 W. Alabama Street
Houston, Texas 77027
tel. (713) 527-4876
home (713) 783-5017
(currently Dean of Architecture, Rice University)
urban design
urban renewal

John Safer
Corporate Realty Associates, Inc.
Shirlington Shopping Center
Arlington, Virginia 22206
tel. (703) 578-4240
home (301) 493-4093
housing and shopping center development

Kas Kalba
Kalba Bowen Associates, Inc.
12 Arrow Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
tel. (617) 661-2624
home (617) 965-0961
(also Lecturer on City Planning, Harvard)
predicted Carter would win in early 1975

Morton J. Schussheim
Congressional Research Service
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C.
tel. (202) 426-5000
housing policy

Lawrence D. Mann
Professor of City and Regional Planning
Gund Hall
Harvard University
tel. (617) 495-4531
home (617) 659-7435
intergovernmental relations
urban social programs
regional planning
Memorandum to Pat Anderson

From: Jay Carbon

To: Sue Eizustat

Subject: Drop in Steel Output

The New York Times reported that steel production continues to drop, falling 4.6 percent down for the week ending September 18. This drop "means only 78 percent of the nation's steel producing capacity was in use."
This information could be used in connection with the information sent to you last regarding the decline in steel orders for steel and layoffs in the steel industry.
That was made clear by Mr. Ford in the recent debate when he accused this bill of being infelicitous, of destroy[ing] private sector jobs, and of creating make-work, dead-end jobs. If Mr. Ford followed the real Republican reasoning, he would have voted against this bill.
MEMORANDUM

To: Issues Section
From: Stu Eizenstat
Re: Middle-Class America

At my request, Ted Sky, a well known attorney in town, has suggested several proposals which will be of great interest to the middle-class American -- who is going to decide this election. We must show these Americans that they are as much a part of our program for the 1970's as are the poor.

Particular attention should be paid to Mr. Sky's suggestion for National Income Protection Insurance (p. 4, Appendix), Crime Insurance (p. 6, Appendix), and for a Changing Neighborhoods Program (pp. 7-8, Appendix).

The theme of a program for the man in the middle is worthy of a major speech. In any event, several of these programs are worthy of mention in almost every speech.

September 4, 1968
MENDBANDUM TO STUART EIZENSTAT

FROM: THEODORE SKY

Re: "Bill of Rights for the Man in the Middle"

1. Many middle-class voters (particularly urban or suburban homeowners with moderate incomes, say $6,000-$10,000) may be enticed by the political approach offered by George Wallace. Votes for Wallace may be at the expense of Mr. Humphrey (see attached Novak and Evans article). To reach at least some of these voters with a positive program to neutralize Wallace-type solutions, this memorandum suggests, for consideration, that Mr. Humphrey propose a Bill of Rights for the Man in the Middle, a comprehensive program to reassure moderate income persons that in its quest for solutions to urban problems rooted in poverty, his administration will not forget those who are non-poor, non-young but non-rich.

1/ Median family yearly income was $8,000 in 1967. Article, "600,000 Fewer Families Lived in Poverty in '67, U. S. Says," Washington Post, August 9, 1968, p. A23

2/ Such a program is not an appeal to a "backlash" vote. On the contrary, many non-white Americans are in lower or moderate middle income brackets and may feel that over-emphasis on the War on Poverty does not meet their needs. In 1966 almost 30% of non-white families had income of over $7,000 and over 12% income of over $10,000. 1968 Manpower Report of the President, 62, 65 (Chart 14). The Washington Post article cited above states that median family income for Negroes in 1967 was $4,900.
2. Emphasis may be placed on at least four separate aspects of this proposal, the first three of which are amplified in the Appendix:

(a) Existing federal activities which aid moderate income persons but need adjustments to eligibility requirements and increased funding in order to be of greater assistance in such areas as homeownership subsidies, college scholarships, social security; etc.

(b) New policies to help more moderate income Americans weather such financial crises as sending their children to college or providing for their families in periods of extended illness.

(c) A positive program which addresses itself directly and in a constructive way to the anxieties of moderate income Americans arising from crime and other ferment in urban society. 2/

(d) Some institutional machinery for making the Government more responsive and accessible to the complaints of middle-class Americans, such as an "Ombudsman" in the Executive Office of the President for the Man in the Middle.

3. Serious risks are inherent in proposing such a program. By recognizing the particular needs of moderate income Americans, Mr. Humphrey may be accused of appealing to a particular class or of retreating from his firm commitment to deal effectively with the poverty-rooted urban crisis. Some might construe such proposals directed to the need of moderate income Americans as an attempt to "buy" the Wallace vote.

Mr. Humphrey must categorically reject the notion, embraced by Mr. Wallace, that the aspirations of one group of Americans, can be built upon the shattered hopes of another. At the same time, there may be a legitimate basis for the complaint that the "great unwashed middle" is being forgotten in the sound and fury over the ghettos, a complaint to which the next administration must respond.

2/ It is recognized, of course, that a primary concern of large segments of moderate income America is crime, particularly urban street crime and violence, and that an appeal to the forgotten man in the middle must deal with this concern. The most effective anti-crime program (continued)
In this context a "Bill of Rights for the Man in the Middle" represents one facet of a pledge that, while fully committed to the elimination of urban decay and poverty, the new administration will at the same time recognize the needs of all Americans, including those of modest means. More particularly, it must be clear that programs for assisting moderate income Americans will be funded in such a way as not to draw resources from the Marshall Plan for the Cities and other urban programs.

4. In any event, in view of the stakes, the risks suggested should not preclude an initial glance at this proposal. If the proposal seems to justify further consideration, then more intensive research into the components suggested in the Appendix will be needed.

(continued) will be an effective -- and massive -- anti-poverty program which, along with tightening and expansion of law enforcement machinery, will make the irregular economy a less attractive alternative for those imprisoned in our urban slums. This approach is probably an inevitable one for Mr. Humphrey. One suspects, however, that it will be a hard idea to sell to many moderate income Americans, particularly when crime rates appear to be rising despite increased spending for anti-poverty activities. While the crime issue must be faced, the need for recognizing other issues, which particularly concern moderate income Americans and which might respond to creative federal policies, seems evident. At least, this is the reasoning which underlies the analysis in this memo.
Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Support for Wallace in the East
May Be Dangerously Underrated

PROVIDENCE, R.I.—The danger of badly underestimating respectable voter support for George Wallace in the industrial East was dramatically shown in a survey we conducted here last week, just before Wallace's campaign visit.

On the surface, the segregationist third-party candidate from Alabama scored miserably—only two convinced Wallace voters among the 33 we sampled.

One of those we talked to, a house painter in a neat, lower-middle income home, told us: "From what I hear about Wallace, he's dangerous. They say he's a racist." But the day after Wallace came here for a one-hour TV interview and a nighttime rally, this same voter sang quite a different tune.

"Wallace said he was against busing school children and he said he would sell our house to any one we want. You know, just might vote for that man."

Clearly, for this particular voter, a 1964 Johnson Democrat, Wallace's whirlwind campaign here wrought something of a miracle. From Wallace-father he became a Wallace son—perhaps even a Wallace voter. And this explains why Northern Democratic politicians, who watched the former Alabama Governor score so well up north in the presidential primaries four years ago, should be highly suspicious of polls that say Wallace won't draw in the big Northern cities this year.

On the external evidence, our before-and-after interview with that house painter indicates, conceals deep philosophical conflicts over the race issue in the minds of many voters who, as respectable citizens, just do not like to admit they would ever vote for Wallace-style solutions.

As fewer than 16 of the 40 Democratic voters who went to the polls for Lyndon Johnson in 1964 had something good to say about Wallace. They admired his candor, his uniqueness, his "ideals," his "tough line on race and crime," his "sincerity."

He says what he thinks," a young trained nurse told us, and then launched into an attack on "welfare cherokees" (an idiom meaning Negroes).

"A RETIRED GUARD at one of the local mills at first wash'd away from talking about Wallace. "I don't know anything about him" But a few minutes later, warning 49 to the subject, he blurted out: "He does a good job on segregation."

What this suggests is that more than one-third of the 1964 Johnson voters we sampled have not closed their minds to George Wallace. And among the eleven 1964 Goldwater voters that turned up in our sample, there were far stronger pro-Wallace sentiments.

"It cost me $120 to put up those lights," a Mechanic who voted for Goldwater, and now leans toward Richard M. Nixon, told us, pointing to an elaborate flood-light system fixed to the roof of his garage. "I've been broken into three times in this house and I won't let my wife walk the dog at night outside the range of those lights. Wallace is tough. He'd get to the heart of this thing. Any more race shootouts like Cleveland and I might switch to Wallace."

These symptoms of white backlash came before Wallace saturated the Providence press, an television with his one-day visit and before his rally last Thursday night almost broke up in warfare between an army of screaming Negro militants and the several thousand Rhode Islanders who had come to hear him speak. The ferocity of that demonstration against Wallace only made the backlash burn brighter.

In short, if the voters here are a reasonable facsimile of lesser middle-income whites in other major Eastern cities, Wallace could make deep inroads in the industrial, Democratic Northeast. They are frightened and receptive, and no one is more skilled than Wallace at exploiting the fears and selfish hostilities of whites frightened at the Negro revolution.
APPENDIX

Components of a "Bill of Rights for the Man in the Middle."

I. Existing Programs, Some of Which Might Be Expanded.

Moderate income Americans are potential beneficiaries of many existing federal programs in such areas as employment, housing, education and health. However, family income limits for participation in some of these programs are pegged in such a way as to limit participation of families of moderate means. Mr. Humphrey might stress those programs in the enactment of a number of which he has been instrumental, and might suggest the expansion, implementation and funding of such programs so as to benefit more moderate income Americans. The following list is illustrative:

A. Employment

1. Labor laws in the field of labor management relations favorable to unions and collective bargaining. 1/

2. Small business programs and other forms of assistance designed to foster the small entrepreneur.

3. Tax and other laws favorable to corporate employee pension and profit sharing plans. (There is presently a movement afoot to tighten protections available to participants in pension plans going beyond the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act.)


5. Economic policies which have brought unprecedented prosperity in which moderate income Americans share.

1/ The minimum wage law (Fair Labor Standards Act) may not affect moderate income wage earners directly since the annual minimum wage ($1.60) is still near poverty levels. However, the law may push the total wage level up, and so draw more people into moderate income levels.
B. Housing (Homeownership).

1. FHA mortgage insurance and other programs to assist in the financing of homes purchased by moderate income families.

2. Recently enacted homeownership assistance programs for low and moderate income families under the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. (Title I provides for subsidy payments to mortgagees to help defray the monthly expenses of homeownership for families with adjusted annual income of up to $7,800. 2/ Eligibility for participation in this program might be liberalized so as to embrace somewhat higher income levels in order to assist more moderate income families.)

C. Education.

1. Aid to elementary and secondary schools under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. (While this is primarily directed to compensatory education program in schools having concentrations of low income families, it probably has a "ripple effect" in areas where moderate income families reside.)

2. Financial assistance to needy students in institutions of higher education under the Higher Education Act of 1965 (to be expanded by the Higher Education Amendments of 1968) which provides educational opportunity scholarships for the benefit of needy students; an insured loan program for students; and a work-study program to provide federal funds to pay wages of students who work in colleges. These programs, however, largely benefit those whose families are in the below $7,000 level so that consideration should be given as to whether to expand the reach of these programs to provide greater benefit to moderate income Americans in line with Mr. Humphrey's program to provide all with higher education regardless of need. 3/

D. Health and Social Security

1. The Medicare program, which provides relief from catastrophic medical bills for many moderate income citizens and their families. This program may need expanding to provide more coverage in the event of long-term illness. (Mr. Humphrey introduced one of the earliest medicare proposals in Congress.)


3/ It appears that during fiscal 1967 about 40% of the recipients of student assistance from the above HEW higher education programs were from families with incomes of more than $6,000 and 23% from families with income over $7,500. However, many of these are probably relatively large families. See attached letter from HEW.
2. Social Security. (OASDI program recently liberalized by 1967 amendments.) However, the maximum benefits ($218 for top bracket) appear unrealistic for moderate income persons. The whole program should be upgraded by providing for more realistic benefits on retirement so as to provide real security for those who depend on it. Other items for consideration are (1) an increase in the amounts which OASDI beneficiaries can earn and still be eligible for benefits, a kind of proposal which Mr. Humphrey has supported in the past, (2) cost of living increases, and (3) relaxation of restrictions on total family benefits, particularly in case of elderly retirees who contemplate marriage but cannot do so because of loss of social security benefits. 4/

II. New Programs

The following proposals proceed on the assumption that, as far as the Federal Government is concerned, moderate income Americans are somewhat less concerned about the source of their daily bread than they are about financial crises brought on by such events as higher education needs or loss of livelihood due to disability.

1. Tax credit for college expenses: In addition to expanding the opportunities for federal college scholarship assistance to students from moderate income families, consideration should be given to proposing a federal income tax credit covering a meaningful portion of the tuition expenses incurred by moderate income parents. The credit could be adjusted downward as income rises so that moderate income families would obtain the major benefit. The principal advantage of such a proposal is that it would provide relief for families of modest means saddled with rising college tuition costs without the intervention of an additional federal system of regulation and administration to handle the funds. 5/

4/ Several of these proposals are reflected in the Republican platform.

5/ The Republicans have adopted a tax credit proposal in their platform. Principal arguments against such a proposal are revenue loss and the questionable use of the Internal Revenue Code to achieve social policy. On the other hand, in an age of increasing tuition expenses, there is some justification in saying that college expenses, like medical expenses and interest expenses on a home mortgage, are extraordinary drains on
2. National Income Protection Insurance. While social security provides income disability payments, for some present levels of protection do not permit or adequate a family breadwinner to maintain his income at normal levels during periods of extended disability (heart attack, etc.) Waiting period requirements and other restrictions may render the social security disability program unrealistic in its application to moderate income citizens. A greater degree of protection should be afforded. Many private organizations (e.g., the ABA) maintain voluntary insurance programs whereby for a reasonable premium members can obtain insurance against such disability which provides for insurance payments during disability approximating their regular income level. Such coverage is also available through private companies. However, a program of Government supported income protection insurance, supplementary to social security operated through private insurers and put on a voluntary basis might be welcomed by moderate income Americans to whom it is not otherwise available.

3. "Shared regulation" to Protect the Consumer. A host of federal statutes (such as the Federal Trade Commission Act, the securities laws and the food and drug laws) protect all Americans, and particularly moderate income Americans, against fraud and overreaching in the market place. During the

5/ (continued) on income which should be recognized in the allocation of itemized deductions. If the Internal Revenue Code is to be cluttered with exceptions, some ought to favor the man in the middle. During the 90th Congress, a good number of bills propose tax deductions and or tax credits for college expenses including S.835 (Sen. Ribicoff) which has received serious consideration in the Senate sessions but has been opposed by the Administration.

6/ Naturally, a study must be made to determine whether such a program is feasible.
Democratic tenure this consumer protection has been supplemented by the Truth in Packaging law and the Truth in Lending law and amendments to the Food and Drug laws. Mr. Humphrey may assure effective implementation of these laws by pledging the appointment of vigorous administrators to enforce them. However, these laws may not sufficiently reach down to the day to day transactions that affect middle class consumers. Greater emphasis in the area of federal and state cooperation in consumer protection regulation by way of a system of "regulation sharing," in which the states would play a greater role would seem an appropriate facet of a Bill of Rights for the Man in the Middle.

III. Programs Directed to Special Concerns

A program directed toward moderate income Americans would not be relevant to the concerns of that group unless it came to grips with anxieties about two highly charged issues: (1) crime in the streets (including urban riots) and (2) "destruction of property values" in rapidly integrating neighborhoods.

1. Crime. Crime afflicts all Americans. If any "class" is disproportionately victimized, it is the poor urban slum dweller, not the suburban resident of moderate means. Accordingly, Mr. Humphrey's position on control cannot cater to one segment of the populace. Certain proposals, however, may be particularly relevant to those potential victims of crime who are of moderate means.
   a. Property insurance. Thus, property loss due to crime and vandalism may be particularly harsh on the small merchant and the struggling homeowner. Inability of such persons to obtain vital property insurance in riot-affected areas is of special concern. As part of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, Congress has recently established a National Insurance Development Corporation designed to generate adequate insurance
protection at reasonable rates in riot affected areas. Mr. Humphrey should, as part of his anti-crime program, pledge the early and effective implementation of this program and should further undertake that if it does not succeed in providing the needed protection, his Administration will develop a workable program.

b. Crime insurance. In addition, thought should be given to a proposal calling for Government supported insurance for otherwise unprotected victims of crimes, particularly, of crimes of violence (muggings, etc.), on the theory that crime is the result of the accumulated neglect of our society the burden of which particular individuals in the society should not bear.

c. Anti-crime measures. These proposals will backfire (since Mr. Humphrey would appear to be accepting the inevitability of crime in the U.S.) unless they are accompanied by trenchant and easily grasped proposals to control crime, particularly crimes of violence. Clearly, jingoistic attacks on the Supreme Court, shrill cries for emasculation of the Bill of Rights and demands for a domestic Army of Occupation (bayonets fixed), while appealing to many, are solutions unworthy of a serious candidate for President. Perhaps, however, straightforward approaches along the lines of more judges, more prosecutors and more policemen to hasten processing

---

7/ For a full recitation of the problems facing small businessmen and homeowners (apparently persons of moderate means) in riot affected areas, see President's National Advisory Panel on Insurance in Riot-Affected Areas, "Meeting the Insurance Crisis of Our Cities" (1968).

8/ A study of life in Mr. Wallace's Alabama might provide some interesting insights as to how well such a program works.
of criminal proceedings; a war against recidivists (particularly those who repeat crimes of violence) and some tightening of the bail reform act may reach some.

d. "Responsible Society." Americans of all shades of opinion are bone tired of irresponsibility from the Right and from the Left, from black militants and white militants. A call for a return to responsibility may strike a responsive chord from the man in the middle who is caught in the crossfire of irresponsibility. Indeed, we cannot complete the New Deal or the Fair Deal or bridge the New Frontier, or attain the Great Society without first having established on these shores a Responsible Society. A plea by Mr. Humphrey for a "Responsible Society" would not simply be a polite substitute for a demand for "law and order." Rather it would imply that irresponsibility breeds irresponsibility, that neglect of the cities leads to urban riots which in turn stiffen resistance to progress in the cities, and that the cycle of neglect and "backlash" must be broken by responsibility on the part of all. Both a Marshall Plan for the Cities and cessation of urban violence are ingredients of a Responsible Society.

2. "Changing Neighborhoods." Often neighborhoods in which integration is moving forward at a rapid pace undergo problems connected with this trans-

2/ After all, Republicans strongly participated in budget cuts/affecting Federal crime enforcement personnel.
formation, including "flights" of white residents to the suburbs, declines in property values, pressures on schools, community antagonisms, etc. Many of these problems are based on anxieties which do not respond to governmental programs. However, to the extent that government has any meaningful role in such circumstances, the resources of the Federal Government might be enlisted in a "Changing Neighborhoods" Program designed to maximize promptly the impact of federal and local funds and services in the housing, urban development, community organization and education areas in a neighborhood in flux. The purpose of such a program would not be to keep black people out but to keep white people in. The types of activities contemplated might include bloc grants to affected school systems to assure that schools will not only be maintained at the pre-integration level, but will have additional services to meet the challenges of a neighborhood in flux; grants to support community organizations seeking to stem wholesale flight and "forced sales" of real estate; grants to promote parks and other community facilities and services through cooperative efforts with local administrations. Naturally, considerable through must be given to such a proposal and care must be taken to avoid the appearance of condescension to both white and non-white groups.

10/ To a degree, some federal agencies are probably authorized to do something of this sort, particularly HUD. However, the full resources of the Government cannot be committed. For example, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 is not structured to channel funds to changing neighborhoods as such and apparently there is no Office of Education program which does this (conversation with OE official).
August 2, 1968

Dear Mr. Sky:

Per our telephone conversation, I enclose a copy of a tabulation of NDSL, EOG, and CWS awards, by level of family income, for the fiscal year 1967. This was hand-tabulated in October of 1967. A tabulation for the fiscal year 1968, just closed, should be available later in the year, perhaps also in October.

I also enclose a Senate committee print which includes some references to income levels as they relate to student aid awards.

Please call me again if you think I can be of further help.

Sincerely yours,

Herman R. Allen
Information Officer
Bureau of Higher Education

Mr. Theodore Sky
710 Ring Building
1200 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Enclosures
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCOME</th>
<th>DUSL (1)</th>
<th>FOC (2)</th>
<th>CNS (3)</th>
<th>DUPLICATED TOTAL</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>UNDUPPLICATED TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 - 2,499</td>
<td>$92,967</td>
<td>$35,026</td>
<td>$90,234</td>
<td>218,227</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>164,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3,000 - 5,999</td>
<td>114,114</td>
<td>52,163</td>
<td>105,760</td>
<td>272,037</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>207,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6,000 - 7,999</td>
<td>65,117</td>
<td>20,511</td>
<td>43,901</td>
<td>129,529</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>97,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7,500 - 8,999</td>
<td>50,029</td>
<td>10,688</td>
<td>23,521</td>
<td>84,238</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>61,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9,000 and over</td>
<td>72,132</td>
<td>4,670</td>
<td>26,060</td>
<td>102,862</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>79,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$394,359</td>
<td>$123,058</td>
<td>$269,476</td>
<td>806,893</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>610,255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61% under $6,000 (approx. 372,000 students)

77% under $7,500 (approx. 470,000 students)
To: Milt Gruitzman
From: Nick MacNeil

Subject: Press release

on Bishop Lamont in Rhodesia sent to Jody Powell earlier today.

Dick Hollbrooke tells me I should have sent this to you. Would you please check to see if it went out, and if the cable went to Bishop Lamont, and a copy of the release went to Bishop James Randich, Secretary General of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops? Many thanks.
$V_a - \text{copy for Fischer (Rem)}$

$V_a$
President Ford stated in his speech in Ann Arbor last night that the American people are "ready for the simple truth, simply stated," and that "they will demand specifics, not smiles; performance, not promises." I could not agree more. The wonder is why President Ford then went on to engage in deception after deception on the Administration record over the past two years; why he made his way through a candy-coated description of the worst two-year period in our economic history since the Great Depression; and why he offered the American people only faint-hearted promises that were totally inconsistent with his performance — or, more accurate, his non-performance over the past two years.
TO: JIM FALLON
FROM: OLIVER MILLER

Carter's speaking time at the NEA conference is only 7 minutes according to scheduling. No major speech possible.

Will send outline for shortened statement with next transmission.
To: Mr. Eisenstat  
From: Doug Robinson, Jay Cutler  

Update on Arab boycott situation:  

1. This morning the Commerce Department held a press conference in which it announced that (a) it was taken by surprise by Ford's announcement last night that the names of firms that complied with the boycott would be released, and (b) the Commerce Department "assumes" that Ford was referring only to disclosure of names of firms that comply with the boycott prospectively, and that reports already on file with the department will remain secret.

That means the $1,000 boycott complaints comply with the boycott prospectively, and that reports already on file with the department will remain secret.

And Ford has been in close contact with the White House, but President Ford has been out of town this morning, so what Ford said last night was:

"Because the Congress failed to act, I am going to announce tomorrow that the Department of Commerce will disclose those companies that have participated in the Arab boycott."

2. Commerce Department officials have also...
told us unofficially that nothing is likely to be
released in the near future — at least not before
the election.

8. At 1:30 this afternoon, Senators Wurtsmier
and Stevenson and Representatives Brigham and
Penson will hold a press conference to emphasize
the complete fraud and distortion of Ford's boycott
answer last night and to set forth the
correct record of its efforts to sabotage any
the various statements by Brigham and Penson
have already made the unwise. They are

happening now. Republicans on NBC and CBS today

4. Senator Ribicoff is issuing a press release.

Ribicoff-Bruche

attacking Ford for taking credit for the anti-boycott
provision of the tax reform bill, points out

that State, Treasury and Commerce officials
vehemently lobbied to kill that provision and
that the Administration at one point suggested it
might even veto the entire tax reform bill because
of that one provision. The Administration also
points out that the Administration's efforts to
extend the Export Administration
Act covered the bill. In fact, while the Adminis-
tration was successful in killing before the
end of the session contained a order that would
unilateral
have put limits on nuclear proliferation,
as well as requiring the U.S. to attempt to
negotiate an international agreement on the
subject.

5. The press has also been getting the reaction
of Jewish groups. E.g., CBS intends to interview
the head of the Anti-Defamation League at

3 p.m.

6. Reiterate and update

The information provided to
you yesterday, it turns out, that Ford issued
an executive order last Thursday that entailed in

affected the anti-boycott and other regulations that

had been issued by the Department of Commerce

under the Export Administration Act. (The

regulations previously in effect and now extended

anti-boycott proceedings only requested - but did

not require - U.S. firms to report boycott complaints.)

Since the Export Administration Act has expired,

the executive order is based on the authority

of the Trading with the Enemy Act, which

allow the President to impose certain

restrictions on exports if a state of emergency

has been declared. Ford is relying on Truman's

Cold War declaration of national emergency

and the state of emergency declared by Nixon

at the time of the Arab embargo. Knowledgeable

international lawyers have substantial doubts

about Ford's legal authority to take this action,

It will undoubtedly be challenged by the first suit

in
In administering this new policy, in addition to the anti-sabotage provisions, the Export Administration Act, and now proposed, the executive order, provides the legal basis by which the government can prevent U.S. firms from exporting such things as the technology for non-nuclear weapon systems.
It should also be noted that the Export Administration Act that the Administration allowed to expire last week contained other provisions besides the anti-boycott authority. For example, it gave the Department of Defense authority to prohibit U.S. firms from exporting products that would enable foreign countries to develop technology of our own nuclear weapons systems. This authority is now included within the President's executive order that is repealing provisions.
Note: There will be only about 11 people in attendance and a formal address is unnecessary. Please notify us of these subjects he discussed for release by Wiezel.
Rabbi Joseph H. Loomis
President
Synagogue Council of America
432 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016

Dear Rabbi Loomis:

I appreciate the opportunity to respond to your letter of September 9, 1976, because the issue you have raised is an important one.

I recognize that many white Americans of Jewish faith, as well as many others, have some concern about my religious beliefs. Perhaps, in the case of many Jews, this concern part from fragments of the past in the South, such as the Lusinck case, as well as from other anti-Semitism that existed many years ago. Perhaps, in part, it is simply a lack of knowledge about my background and religion.

I have always abhorred discrimination of all kinds, racial, religious or ethnic. When I left the United States
Having to manage the family business after my father's death, I was boycotted and nearly went into financial ruin, because of my refusal and the refusal of my wife to join the White Citizens Council. My refusal I urged the segregation of the church we attended.

When I was elected Governor, I asked a Rabbi to give the participate my inauguration — a historic action from Jews and appointed Jews, blacks, and other minorities to major posts in state government and to judge appointed, unfortunately, the opportunity to serve.

As Governor, I never used my official powers to suppress religious beliefs, nor would I ever do this as President.

My religion holds fast to as deed to the basic, yet that church and state must be separate at all time.

This is a belief I have always followed and always will. For example, I do not support exclusionary methods to protect the Supreme Court decisions in public schools. Personally, I believe every religion, Jewish, Protestant,
Catholic, Muslim and any other. Every person has the right, which I well always fully support, to worship God in his own way, without interference, or need, or invasion of
my choice. The separation of church and state is
necessary to the pluralism and diversity of this country, and the sense of
difference, on the other hand, is necessary to respect and protect. As the clergy, I must be mindful of
not believe my own personal faith be which arose in
part, from the moral teaching of the Jewish religions and the Old
Testament, has given me a sense of appreciation for a recognition
of moral and ethical values upon which this country was not
were founded. But the values in the public and political arena must
be reinforced and reinforced and reinforced,
reinforced, or else we are
The earth has changed. The role of the clergy must
"Catholic, Jewish, other religions.
John Kennedy, the largest majority of any state in the Union, among
Massachusetts.

As a furthermore, I know what discrimination is like.

Certainly not on the American and on the Judeo-Christian
tradition, that my religious beliefs have been small
not prevent me from President of the United States.
To Judy, Pat, Mill,

Major General Sharon of Israel is in U.S. and he would like to meet with Gen. Earle. He was the General who crossed the canal in the '73 war and is a hero in Israel and among the Jewish community here. He has status as a folk hero. We strongly recommend that he be given 1 hour of the Secretary's time, possibly on the 16th. He is willing to travel as necessary to meet the meeting. He has been invited to the White House too, but he would like to meet with us. Please respond on this appointment as soon.
To: Eisenstadt or Zeidman

From: Rubenstein

Examples of bills Ford vetoed as inflationary:

1) Public Works Employment Act of '76 - $83.5 billion authorized - create 400,000 jobs
   (overridden)
2) Public Works Employment Act of '75 - $86.3 billion authorized - create 600,000 - 800,000 jobs
3) Emergency Employment Act of '75 - appropriate $5.3 billion for emergency jobs - create 1 million full and part time jobs - 840,000 summer jobs
4) Emergency Housing Act of '75 - appropriate $1.6 billion in housing assistance (interest and mortgage payment subsidies)
5) Education Division Appropriation for FY '76 - appropriate $7.9 billion for Federal education programs (overridden)
6) National School Lunch and Child Nutrition Act Amendments - increase number of children eligible for school lunch program (overridden)
7) Labor and HEW Appropriation for FY '76 - appropriate $4.5 billion for Labor Department's operating budgets (overridden)
8) Nurse Training Act of '75 - appropriate $2.5 billion for grants and loans for nurse training
9) Veterans Education Benefits — provide
1. House staff cut - F.Y. 79 to F.Y. 80
2. 3.5 billion - cut in a year, on-announcing
3. 82.5 billion - waste and find in Medicaid
4. Total - 1.765 million - F.Y. 79
5. House staff cut - F.Y. 79 to F.Y. 80
11) $18 billion of foreign arms sales in last 2 yrs.

12) Examples of waste in defense budget:
   a) $14 million for maintenance of military golf courses
   b) $200 million for 14,000 amphibious trucks which actually sink
   c) $24 billion for building and maintaining B-1 bombers
   d) $3 billion budget "padding" in FY '77 military defense budget (for negotiating purposes)
To: Shu Einabinet

From: Doug Robinson

Subject: Ford's Statement on Possibility of Arab Oil Embargo

President Ford is statement at his Wednesday press conference Tuesday night in which he said: "This is an extremely important situation in which we have to be cautious."

"We are encouraged by the possibility that the Arab oil embargo will be lifted, and that should be pursued on my own initiative." If it comes any time.

What Ford said is as follows:

There are several things that would be said in response to this:

--- Our relative improvement has increased from about 50 percent at the time of the embargo to about 15 percent today. Our reliance on oil from the Arab states has decreased from about 3 percent to no percent.

--- Despite this improvement, we must still be cautious to protect against another embargo.

--- The fact that Secretary Kissinger believes our efforts are reversing the tide for another war, makes it clear that Ford's statement may come to be seen as more important than what he said.

--- It is totally incorrect that what he said

--- Our aides in energy policy are camping with regard to

--- the possibility of another embargo. For example, only the

--- can before deadline in Louisville. Secretary of the Interior
Turner Klepper said in a campaign speech on Ford's behalf:

"We have to destroy some myths. [Including]
the myth that this country's dependence on
imports does not threaten our political independence
and national security [and] the myth that we
are somehow safe from future oil embargoes...
we all wish these myths were true, but
nothing will not make it so."

ABB Administrator Frank Ralch, in a statement speech in
Denver on September 20, also cited the rising import figures
and said:

... our economic and political vulnerability becomes
an even bigger target for the use of oil as a
weapon.

"The last embargo cost our economy
95 billion to $40 billion and helped trigger
a recession. Another embargo, involving even
more import's, could be disastrous...

"New facts may sound equally dramatic
but if you consider the facts and implications
of those facts, it becomes virtually frightening
and very dangerous prospect.

"The outlook for import vulnerability is not
improving in the short run."

-- The Ford administration's over-cautiously reached
policies in the Middle East reflect the accidental fear of
The consequences of another embargo. Because of this decision, we have had to schedule
an arms race in the Middle East and turn our
back on our allies and our moral principles. When
the Senate was pressured by the administration into not
blocking the sale of 1650 Maimirchi missiles to Saudi Arabia
on September 27, Vice President Rockefeller, who was
instrumental in getting Chairman John Spence to go
along with the administration, was quoted by
Spence to say that the administration is "greatly disturbed"
by possible Senate veto intervention in view of the "incidental
power (Saudi Arabia) in the oil," last Wednesday
in testimony before a House Commerce subcommittee. Secretary
Bromley cited the country's dependence on oil.
Arab countries now tell us to recommend that the administration
has not imposed an outright prohibition on compliance with
the Arab boycott,
\( x \neq y \Rightarrow y \neq z \Rightarrow z \neq x \Rightarrow y \neq x \Rightarrow x \neq y \Rightarrow \)
\[ \alpha \cdot 2 \alpha \]

\[ \beta \cdot 2 \beta \]

\[ \rho = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \eta (\theta) \]

\[ v \theta (\beta) \]

\[ \omega (\gamma) \]
\[ R < \theta < R_{\text{ED}} \sqrt{1 - P(2, N)} \]

\[ \Delta \] 0.05 \to \Delta = \text{L} \]

\[ \text{R} + \text{P} \quad \text{R} \]

\[ \text{E} \quad \text{EP} \quad \text{EP} \quad \text{E} \]

\[ \text{E} \quad \text{EP} \quad \text{E} \]

\[ \Delta \] 0.05 \to \Delta = \text{L} \]
5. During the debate, Mr. Keft asked President Ford if he wasn't surprised at the occurrence of the economic "purs" and the increase in unemployment. Mr. Ford never answered the question. The answer, however, is clearly "yes."

In July, the Ford Administration officially forecast that the unemployment rate would be 7.3% this year and the economic growth rate 6.8%. (New York Times, July 17). The employment rate
is now 7.5% -- the release of a 7.3% growth to 4.25 million workers employed than the Ford Administration predicted just 3 months ago. The 4% economic growth rate for the quarter just ended is far below their expectations earlier this year. It is now clear that the growth rate for the entire year will be at least a full point below the Administration's just prediction. This means a loss of...
of at least approximately 8.2 billion in real output (adjusted for inflation).
To Stu. + Phil.

Loo Wiener awaiting your phone

Call in Wilmington Del. 302-764-9450

According to H. Bookbinder Ford will

issue Exec Order on Boycott before debate.
AL - Please send to Stu if you think it is worthwhile (to do.)

TO: STO EISENSTAT
FROM: OLIVER MILLER
REG: DEBATES -- GRAIN INSPECTION

Last night President Ford signed a grain inspection bill which mandates stronger criminal penalties for those who defraud quality control or engage in fraud of the grain inspection system. During the signing ceremony he is likely to take credit for this bill during the debate. Carter should be aware that not only did Ford wait 28 days to sign the bill, he sent his Secretary of Agriculture and his Under Secretary of Agriculture around to various members of the relevant joint committee to try to persuade

the bill.
To: STEVEN EISENSTAT  
From: DAVID RUBENSTEIN  

THE 10 percent unemployment figure for 1978 was set forth in a chart on p. 155 of the 1976 (September) Report of the Council on Environmental Quality. That Council is a part of the Executive Office of the President. Ford transmitted copies of the Report to all Congressmen and Senators. At the time the Report was given to the President by the Council, Russell Peterson was the Council's Chairman.

The chart on p. 155 (there is no text relating to the 10% figure) was based entirely on an econometric model prepared for the Council by Michael Evans of Chase Manhattan Bank’s Econometric Division.
To: Edw. E.

From: OK

If Mr. Ford thinks there is no Soviet domination of Eastern Europe, let him listen to the voices of those captive nations.

Let him listen to the Hungarians, who could have told Mr. Ford about freedom 20 years ago when their aspirations were crushed by Soviet tanks and soldiers.

Let him listen to the Czechs, who could have taught Mr. Ford about liberty 8 years ago when their dreams of self-determination were crushed by an invading Soviet army.

Let him listen to the Russian commanders, as they explain the presence of 70 Soviet divisions in Eastern Europe, 70 more on Soviet-Eastern European borders, and 100 more in the Soviet Union designated for use in Eastern Europe.

And let him read the Brezhnev Doctrine.

Counting up the violations of the Helsinki Accord by denying the right every Eastern European knows, and denying what every American of Eastern European descent understands, is the most blatant repudiation of America's most cherished values.

Reeves
President Ford's decision to allow the sale to China of a sophisticated computer system is yet another example of a foreign policy steeped in secrecy and unconcerned about nuclear proliferation. It is no wonder that, in an election campaign where Mr. Ford is trying to run away from his foreign policy, he was unwilling to allow a public announcement of the decision.

The secrecy surrounding this important decision confirms what I have been saying: since the start of this campaign, Mr. Ford is unwilling to involve the Congress and the public in the making of foreign policy. In this instance, the Congress was not even consulted; Congress was learned of the decision in the same way that the Chinese had already been informed.

Only after the Chinese had already been informed, was making any change diplomatically impossible. Further, public reaction to a possible sale was never permitted like the policy of Mr. Nixon, the decision possibility, if such a decision was kept from the public until it was irresponsible. When Mr. Ford spoke, is our foreign policy debate of not selling equipment with military capability to China, he might have informed the public that he was considering an exception. For computers, regardless, he did not.
Beyond Mr. Ford's passion for a secret foreign policy, foreign policy decisions, I am concerned about his lack of real passion for stopping nuclear worldwide proliferation. But this week Mr. Ford announced a last-minute program to halt after six years in office, a last-minute program to halt nuclear proliferation. As I said when that program was announced, it was much too little, much too late. But I had at least hoped that Mr. Ford was at last becoming sensitive to the basic problem of proliferation of nuclear weapons. This latest decision shows my hope was unjustified. Brief on the news accounts I have read suggest that the program has failed to obtain firm, effectively guaranteed that the computers will not be used to improve and expand China's own nuclear weapons. As the President's National Security Advisor admitted, the monitoring and inspection standards for this site are less stringent than those normally required for sales to Communist nations. For instance, only two American officials from the company manufacturing the computers will be allowed to monitor their use, and this only for a limited period.

Had the decision been mine to make as President, I would have consulted with Congress, informed the public in advance of the
Memo

To: Jody Powell

From: Paul Jensen

Re: Housing and Urban Development

Tonight in the debate, President Ford pointed to the increase in housing starts as a signal for economic recovery and urban development. The single fact to support this proposition was the September increase in housing starts - the adjusted annual average for September was 1.8 million units, the highest in 23 years.

Several points to reflect should be made:

- The September figures represent some improvement, but housing has been in a depression for 23 years. In 1975 housing starts were at a 30 year low. Housing starts for the entire year of 1976 are estimated to be in the range of 1.4-1.5 million - a million short of what it is estimated we need just to house the new and young families that have been formed this year and will be between now and 1985.
• Mr. Ford chose to ignore the fact that it is the skyrocketing costs of housing and mortgage interest rates which have priced America's out of the housing market. In 1968, just before the Republicans took office, the median price of a new home was $22,000. Today, that same home costs $49,000 -- a 100 percent increase. In September, conventional mortgage rates went up for the third consecutive month so they are still above 9 percent. The price of new homes also continue to skyrocket. The price of a new home in September exceeded $50,000 for the first time ever.

President Ford also mentioned the Presidential Commission on Urban Development and Neighborhood Revitalization as an element in his urban policy. The Commission released its report yesterday. The basic point to be made is that it is another study. Ford has been President for over 2 years and America's cities have continued to decline. The best he can muster is a Presidential Commission report which ignores the basic problem of joblessness and poverty in our nation's central cities.
Memo to: Pat Anderson
From: Bob Havel
Subject: Medicare/Medicaid Anti-Fraud Act

Last Friday, Talmadge and 39 co-sponsors introduced S 3801, the Medicare/Medicaid Anti-Fraud Act, which will be considered in a Senate Finance Committee session which will begin tomorrow morning at 9:30.

S 3801 is a bill which amends Titles 18 & 19 of the Social Security Act to change penalties for fraudulent activities against the Medicare and Medicaid programs from misdemeanors to felonies, along with other reforms. It contains six sections. The misdemeanor/felon provision is Section 5.

The bill is free-standing so far, but may be offered in committee as an amendment to a House bill.
To: Gov. Carter, Judy Powell, H.Lt. Cendrowski, Phr. M. Smith
From: S. T. Einyhardt
Re: Move to the Right

We have gotten a tremendous amount of negative feedback from liberals in your statement on the Czar.

Everyone can live with your blamed budget ideas and among other conservative themes (family, neighborhood, etc.) They can also live with and understand some of your statements about letting potential criminals back out on the streets, encouraging bad, etc.

However, we know held on liberal rather in part because of confidence you would not appoint judges like Rehnquist.

So we try to move to the right. But we cannot try to become even conservative as Freed. If this is the perception, there will be no reason for liberals and candidates to support you or him.

Also, the perception is that the move is simply a calculated political effort to stop your liberalism. This perception should be avoided.
STATEMENT GOVERNOR CARTER'S APPROVAL

Explanation for need of statement:

The Hyde Amendment now before Congress would place an absolute ban on use of federal monies for abortion services with no qualifications.

Thus, even in cases where the woman would die if not aborted, or where there was rape or incest, a poor woman could not be treated under Medicaid. Even though an exemption may be added to cover a life-saving situation, Congress is moving in an area where there are both federal district court decisions and a pending Supreme Court decision.

Federal courts in seven (7) states have ruled on constitutional grounds that the states may not exempt coverage of abortion services under Medicaid. On a statutory basis, that is, whether the language of Title XIX requires such payment, the courts are divided. By the end of this term the Supreme Court will have ruled on this question.

A statement should be available because proponents of the Hyde Amendment are publicly justifying their position as being based on your position. In addition, many who would not normally raise their voices in support of the abortion issue, are concerned about a "two-class" system of care. The statement should not be used unless necessary.

Recommended statement:

My position on the abortion issue is already well known. I personally disapprove of abortion. I believe government should direct its efforts toward minimizing the need for abortions through better family planning, adoption procedures and contraception. I do not personally favor the use of Medicaid funds for abortion. In my view it would be wiser for Congress to refrain from placing a ban on the use of Medicaid money at this time. The Supreme Court has considered the legality of such a limitation, and several federal courts have already placed in question the constitutionality of such a prohibition. Legislating on this matter now only serves to confuse an already difficult issue.
I. Overview

The Civil Aeronautics Board was created in 1938 to promote the growth of air service and maintain efficient plans to allow national and public access in 1939.

II. Legislative Outlook

Deregulation proposals are moving through Congress relatively smoothly, and a reform proposal basically acceptable to Ford is likely to pass in 1977.

The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, chaired by Senator Kennedy, concluded in February 1976 that excessive federal controls have stifled industry growth and consumer choice. The Department of Transportation and the CAB have submitted separate proposals based on similar conclusions. Chairmen of the Senate and House subcommittees on aviation have announced they would file proposals. There is, in short, general agreement on the need to allow companies more freedom to set fares and determine routes.

President Ford met Congress legislative leaders asking it to set a timetable for review of all the regulatory agencies. That proposal will not be enacted this year.

III. The Basic Argument: Should There Be More Competition?

A. The Theory - (B)

B. Empirical Evidence

The California example cited in the statement illustrates the proposition that intrastate routes (unregulated by CAB) are less expensive than interstate routes.

The airlines argue that special circumstances have led to lower fares in California and Texas. These include better weather, denser traffic, etc. The Kennedy Subcommittee

A. Delay - More than two-thirds of all major route applications on the CAB docket in early 1975 had been pending for more than 2 years. More than one-quarter had been pending at least 5 years.

B. Lack of Standards - The Kennedy Subcommittee concluded that the CAB lacks consistent standards in route cases. There is growing awareness of a "route moratorium," a general refusal to even begin applications for new routes. The Kennedy Subcommittee criticized the CAB's restrictive and unclear route award standards.

C. Rate Policy

The problem is that the CAB has developed rigid rules for what constitutes a "reasonable" fare for an industry that is a) competitive, b) composed of companies with different costs and revenues, and c) faces continuously changing cost and demand conditions. Formed general rules reduce the administrative workload but keep air fares unreasonably high. Thus the efficiency of free market competition, classical rate making, which sets prices to generate required revenues, works best when applied to a single firm, not a complex industry.
examined these arguments and found they accounted for less than half the fare difference.

C. Counter Arguments

The Kennedy Subcommittee rejected those claims, regarding service to small communities, on the basis of studies submitted by United Air Lines and the Air Transport Association. The Subcommittee concluded that a more competitive system might lead major trunk carriers to seek to discontinue service on routes accounting for no more than 20% of revenue passenger-miles now flown. Services were such routes would not be tolerated now would be supplied by commuter carriers. We can argue that direct subsidies should not be needed, but even if they were, the several million dollars a year of direct subsidies cannot compare with an annual savings of one billion dollars through deregulation.

D. Safety

Safety is the primary responsibility not of the CAB, but the FAA. We are not recommending any relaxation in rigid safety requirements.

E. Capital Needs

At present, a deregulation contend that increased competition will not undermine the financing of new aircraft. It will, however, create difficulties for individual firms when compared with CAB's sheltered environment (no major airline has ever gone bankrupt). Thus the need for a gradual transition to a more competitive environment.
To $L^2 \phi \in P_2$ 

$\phi \in L^2 \phi \in P_2$ 

$\phi \in L^2 \phi \in P_2$
\[ PA = \frac{1}{2} (P_1 + P_2) = \frac{1}{2} (x_1 + x_2) \]

\[ \sqrt{r^2 - \left( \frac{1}{2} (x_1 + x_2) \right)^2} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{r^2 - \left( x_1 - x_2 \right)^2} \]

\[ r = \sqrt{1^2 + 2^2} = \sqrt{5} \]

\[ e = \frac{1}{2} (x_1 + x_2) = \frac{1}{2} (1 + 2) = \frac{3}{2} \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} (P_1 + P_2) = \frac{1}{2} (x_1 + x_2) = \frac{1}{2} (P_1 - P_2) = \frac{1}{2} (x_1 - x_2) \]
1. \( f(x) \) is a polynomial function.

2. \( x \) is a variable in the polynomial.

4. \( f(15) \) is evaluated when \( x = 15 \).

5. \( f(x) = 6 \) for \( x = 16 \) in the domain of \( f \).

6. \( f(2) = 6 \) and \( f(16) = 2 \) in the domain of \( f \).

7. \( f(12) = 6 \) and \( f(16) = 2 \) in the domain of \( f \).

8. \( f(12) = 6 \) and \( f(16) = 2 \) in the domain of \( f \).
2. The relation $f: A \to B$ is defined by $f(a) = b$. For any $a \in A$, the image of $a$ under $f$ is $f(a) = b$. Considering $A = \{1, 2, 3\}$ and $B = \{4, 5, 6\}$, we can see that $f(1) = 4$, $f(2) = 5$, and $f(3) = 6$.

From the given context, it appears that the text is discussing set functions and their images. However, the handwriting is quite challenging, and the details are not entirely clear. It seems to involve set theory or a related mathematical concept.
Memorandum To: Miss Swixman

For: Judy Lowell

From: Pat Anderson

Thru: Son Eirestar

Subject:

From: Jay Carlsen

Subject: Steel Demand and Personal Income

This new economic

signals show continuing

Economic stagnation, as the

statement which follows

is for immediate release.
STATEMENT ON STEEL DEMAND AND PERSONAL INCOME

Economic signals continue to show a stalled economy. In fact, notwithstanding Republican protestations to the contrary, most economic news is bad.

Thursday's news was no exception. First, the steel industry is suffering from sluggish orders and worker lay-offs. Steel facilities at present are operating at only 81% of capacity; sagging demand has been such that United States Steel, Bethlehem Steel, Jones and Laughlin and Youngstown have laid off over 1000 workers in just the past few weeks.

Second, Commerce Department figures show that personal income grew by the smallest margin in 13 months during August. With inflation increasing faster than personal income, family incomes are falling behind inflation once again. When that happens, people buy fewer goods and factory production necessarily declines. An ominous sign.

Is this part of the solid economy which Mr. Ford fantasizes about? Surely the voters will not be fooled by Republican rhetoric when most of the facts—including a declining economic growth rate and serious inflation and unemployment—show the contrary.
TO: Jim Fellows
FROM: Steve Miller
RE: NEA speech

I have two messages from the NEA leadership.

1. Be sure that if we talk about decline in basic skills, that you thoroughly absolve teachers and educational organizations. The fault lies in lack of interest, leadership and in outright government neglect, which has hamstrung educators' ability to do their job.

2. Be sure that Jimmy is aware of, and mentions in the speech, that this is not merely an unemployment. The NEA is actually mobilizing teachers in every Congressional District to get out the vote for Carter. Carter must acknowledge the outline.

3. Let me have a draft of the speech as soon as possible.

CC: ICC; SEND

SP
We have received strong indications that Ford will announce his long-awaited nuclear proliferation proposal tomorrow in Cincinnati. I have a draft copy of the statement and suggest that we make the following response as soon as Ford's statement is issued. Ford makes his announcement.

Rather than try to discuss details of the two proposals—which only removes the entire issue from public comprehension—I suggest that our response be simple, but hard-hitting. While I can only be encouraged that the President has finally acknowledged that as an issue worthy of presidential concern, Mr. Ford's statement today is but a pale echo of the strong and repeatedly outlined policies I have suggested to control nuclear proliferation.

During the Ford Presidency three events occurred which have gone a long way toward proving those who say that a bomb for every country is inevitable. India exploded a nuclear weapon without sanction or even formal protest from the United States. In fact, our own State Department is still the principal advocate for sending additional nuclear supplies to India, even though India used U.S. materials to make its first weapon, and we have no assurances she will refrain from doing it again.

The French have agreed to sell Pakistan a plant.
which would enable that country to make the bomb. West Germany has arranged a similar sale with Brazil. Yet throughout the negotiations for these exports of highly sensitive nuclear technology, President Ford and Secretary Kissinger failed to object on behalf of our country. In fact, the President's proposal today contains no reference to U.S. objections to the deals known. 

I find it hard to believe that election year politics haven't entered into the timing of this proposal. I find it remarkable that this statement could have been issued before the foreign policy debate or at least before our general debate last Friday. This would have given the American people a chance to evaluate the differences between our views on an issue which is vital to our national security and to world peace.

I'd like to enumerate a few of those differences. As a nuclear engineer, I recognize the benefits, but also the risks of nuclear power. While we will have to rely on nuclear reactors to provide some of our energy needs, I will seek to keep our dependence on this energy source to a minimum. Mr. Ford, on the other hand, advocates increased use of nuclear power both at home and in all other countries of the world.

I believe that energy conservation, and a shift to coal can provide significant assistance to our country in meeting our energy needs. Mr. Ford, in his
advocacy of nuclear power, does not even mention coal as a source of supply, and pays only lip service to energy conservation.

I do not believe we should go ahead with any non-weapons recycling of plutonium from waste reactor fuel. It is clearly shown to be necessary, safe, and economical.

Even Mr. Ford's statement today suggests that we should use this technology.

Mr. Ford's proposal today only thinly disguises a massive $1 billion dollar governmental program to go ahead with plutonium recycle on a so-called demonstration basis.

Such a decision says to the rest of the world -- and to our own people -- do as we say, not as we do.

I believe that the United States must provide strong leadership, using our own exports of nuclear fuel and technology, to persuade other countries not to seek the technology to make the bomb. Mr. Ford has only a few criteria, which he does not pledge to apply to all countries, in a sincere attempt to appear sincerely committed to putting the U.S. back into the leadership role in preventing the spread of nuclear weapons.

Had Mr. Ford made today's proposal two years ago, it would have been a step in the right direction. Today it is a shortsighted, campaign inspired attempt to correct the timid record of the past. I believe that in spite of the complexities of this issue, the American people understand the fundamental dangers posed by widespread availability of nuclear weapons -- India, Pakistan, Brazil, Egypt, Taiwan, and Korea -- all of these countries have expressed interest in the bomb. We cannot and must not continue to key our policies...
The proposals which I made at the United Nations last May and again in San Diego this September are the firm commitments and clear which this country needs to lead this nation -- and all other nations away from the unacceptable dangers of nuclear war and nuclear terrorism.
To: Stu Eizenstat  
From: Kitty Schirmer  
Re: Comparison of Carter and Ford Nuclear Proliferation policies

1. Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing

- Ford would favor a demonstration program for reprocessing of spent fuel rods. This would involve a government purchase of the partially completed private reprocessing facility at Barnwell South Carolina and the operation of this plant with the participation of other countries. Since the facility would be owned by the U.S. Government, it would not be subject to the licensing requirements of the nuclear regulatory commission. It would demonstrate.

- Carter does not favor reprocessing of spent fuel rods to extract plutonium until the need for, the safety-of—the-technology has been established. Carter would postpone a decision to physically operate a reprocessing plant on any basis until these factors have had full public hearing and evaluation.

2. Control of Exports

- Ford several criteria which he would apply on a discretionary basis for new exports of nuclear fuel and technology. He states that these criteria will be applied in all cases, but merely lists the criteria of factors which would influence the U.S. to make a positive decision unless doing exactly what the President so desires.

- Carter states that he would make no new commitments.

---
U.S. interest in this technology and not have the effect of discouraging other nations from seeking reprocessing capability.
for the sale of nuclear technology or fuel to countries which refuse to forego nuclear explosives, to refrain from national nuclear reprocessing, and to place their nuclear facilities under IAEA safeguards. This pledges the U.S. to using its assistance as a means of persuading other countries to adhere.

3. Moratorium on international reprocessing and uranium enrichment

-- Ford calls for a moratorium of "at least three years" on reprocessing and uranium enrichment by non-weapons countries, but qualified this by saying that in some cases is silent on whether he would seek to apply such a moratorium retroactively to the French and West Germany agreements to sell reprocessing plants to Pakistan and Brazil respectively.

-- Carter also calls for a moratorium on national sale or purchase of reprocessing and uranium enrichment technology but also spells out his belief that the moratorium should apply to the French and West German deals.

4. Uranium Enrichment by private companies

-- Ford supports enlargement of the present government-owned plant at Portsmouth, Ohio, but will still pursue a program which would provide federal subsidy for private companies to own and operate uranium enrichment facilities.

-- Carter supports the Portsmouth enlargement, and will ensure its funding by encouraging the controversial Ford proposal of private companies to get into this business, and believes that the proposal for private ownership of these facilities is sound given the extreme sensitivity of this technology.
to strict non-proliferation standards.
5. Breeder

-- Ford continues to support full-scale development of the liquid metal fast breeder reactor, which requires plutonium and would make a decision to go ahead with reprocessing. -- Carter believes that our emphasis on the breeder should be reduced and converted into a long-term, possibly multinational effort. Only if it is proven to be economical and safe should we make a decision to commercialize the breeder.

6. Nuclear test ban

-- Ford makes no mention of any attempts to negotiate a comprehensive nuclear test ban with the USSR.

-- Carter states his belief that the U.S. can and should attempt to negotiate such a ban, and also, through the SALT talks, reduce strategic nuclear forces and technology.
Carter's energy policies in the meantime will emphasize development of technologies such as solar, geothermal, and load clean-up to avoid long-range dependence on nuclear fission, particularly the breeder.
To: Eizenstat Holbrooke
From: LBJ

Ford's handlers have been saying that Ford will be under restraint in tonight's debate because of the great weight attached abroad to what he says. (In other words, Ford cannot afford to be aggressive because he might make a costly mistake, but Carter is not under such restraints. This argument is being made to prepare reporters and viewers for a defensive, plodding, Ford performance, and it really should not be allowed to pass. You can no doubt think of responses, but here are a few:

1) No mistake Ford makes is Any mistake Ford might make can be corrected immediately after the debate. It is ridiculous to imply that our allies or enemies will take some action or will alter long standing policy based on what Ford says in a debate (and which is not subsequently supported by the White House and Kissinger).

2) Foreign nations are no more infectious or immoral than American citizens or domestic organizations. Why did Ford's people not make the same argument about the domestic debate?

3) Carter is as much a world figure as Ford. Whatever Carter says will be given immediate attention abroad, and he therefore cannot afford to make a mistake. Ford cannot. The fact that Carter is not as
yet in charge of American foreign policy does not mean his words will be weighed any less.

4) In 1960 Nixon showed no restraint in foreign crisis debate (example: Quemoy and Matsu)

Special Note:
White House staffers have today been trying to find out information about the political leanings of the Subcommittee which issued the GAO Marplesque Report and GAO Ford memo to make the argument that these studies are Democratic creations.

In defense, it can be said that the Subcommittee has had a long record of examining foreign crisis management with the purpose of preventing another Tonkin Gulf Resolution. The Subcommittee is now also looking at the recent Cuban incident. In addition, GAO (which, admittedly is the arm of Congress) has a long record of bipartisanship. Its current Director, Elmo Smith, has been there since 1966 (supported by Johnson) and neither Ford nor Nixon have tried to remove him.
Hypocrisy

To Governor Carter
From Olivia Miller
in California

I spoke with Jim Webster of Sen. Turbo, the Senate Agriculture Committee, and with Sen. McCracken, agricultural aide on the drought.

The drought

Administration policy. In July, farmers are expected to Biology recommended to the Senate, A.G. Committee, that the 1977 farm bill create all disaster programs and replace them with expanded crop insurance.

On July 30 day later on August 31, farmers

were shocked to learn that subordinates, Wilson Bidish, announced that no new

crop insurance policies would be issued for the


 Farmers are now perplexed on the

part of the July 30 Administration.

But they say they need not

do not. Both advise against taking a

specific position on the Administration's refusal to issue new-crop insurance policies. Generally, quality policy remains at 60%, if the farmers

decide to take out crop insurance before the

drought. Their futures appear bright, but those that refused have surely

been caught short.
Your position is sealed.

Suggested position:

I am fully aware that (name state) has lost XXX to dute corn crop, yyy y to wheat crop etc.

"This is the kind of disaster farmers and ranchers should not have to shoulder alone.

"My Secretary of Agriculture will send to the Congress a legislative package that makes sense out of the overlapping, confused and way conflicting programs which were taken together do not solve the problems that farmers face year after year. We need an end to incomprehensible paperwork, conflicting standards, and confusing criteria that discourage the present disaster protection programs. "

Themes:

1. We need to streamline disaster protection programs. They
2. We need a Secretary of Agriculture who once again who cares about the problems of family farm.
Memo:

To: Governor Carter  
From: Paul Jensen  
Rs: UAW Strike

Conversations yesterday with Steve Schlossberg, the UAW General Counsel, suggest the high likelihood of a UAW strike against Ford Motor Company beginning midnight tonight. Questions will certainly arise regarding your views of the situation, and a decision will have to be made on whether or not it is in your best interests to visit a picket line.

With respect to a recommended statement the labor representatives argue the common sense posture that you need not and should not make any statements on the merits of either side's positions. In line with this view, your response could be:

I know both Leonard Woodcock and Henry Ford personally, and respect their judgement and dedication as leaders in their industry. Both parties in these negotiations are mature, educated, and have the welfare of the auto industry as their greatest concern. I know that they will—and I urge them to—work and resolve their differences as soon as possible so any adverse impact on the auto industry and the economy can be avoided.
To: Phil Ziefman/Milt Quinterman
From: Dan Kramer

The median price for a single-family dwelling rose from $22,000 in 1968 to $49,000 in 1976. The average price rose from $23,400 in 1970 to $46,000 in 1975.

Median figure - 100% increase - is obviously better.
Rick & Stu.

Check over the 8 minute speech I made at Austin in 1974 & use those notes & jokes to compose a draft. Have rough for me when I return. I'll then smooth it up. Return these rough notes to me also.

J.C.

P.S. These are completely at random. More important items marked with *.

P.P.S. I need Jack Towerf article when I return for N.H. Ill finish both other
Notes for energy speech

We must assess costs: benefit ratio for energy supplies.

(As Odum says, we have expended more energy than obtained from atomic power)

We must consolidate energy function of federal government into one department.

* Conserve oil by import quotas, wholesale level allocations, price increases by taxation if needed.

* Require gasoline mileage increase by law.

* Use less petroleum used in transportation.

* Increase use of rail & public transportation systems.

* Enforce insulation requirements on buildings.

* Change toward rate structure for electricity supplies increase efficiency of electric power plants and other industrial users.

* Label appliances with efficiency rating.

* Reduce growth rate in energy consumption should be reduced to not more than 2%.

* Not necessary to be totally energy independent by 1985, but should be free from blackmail which could be caused by so that nation boycotts.
Known or estimated oil reserves about 450 cubic miles, or 35-year supply
as now projected. Recent explorations disappointing, and reserve estimates recently halved.

Clean & accessible Coal about 200 year supply

By 1990, about 1/3 electricity to come from nuclear plants. (Also energy from nuclear about same as from burning wood)

Now get ~ 17% of our energy from imported oil, only 5% from Arab sources nations.

Certainly not necessary to mitrate even to obtain Arab oil.

U.S. is still largest producer of petroleum.

We still pay $2 or $3 less than consumer in other Europe or Japan.

French have annual monetary ceiling on oil imports - a tighter restraint than limit on import quantity.

Federal regulations sometimes require extra, such as a trucker making empty return trips.

We need major shift toward rail transport, but following priorities for minimum labor

disputes (in auto workers, etc)
Multinational exchange & sharing of R & D efforts in energy - (we need this)

We import about 40% of our oil; Europe & Japan almost 100%.

We now pay lowest prices for energy than ever before in our lifetime.

Freeze present level of purchases from other nations - cut consumption as we channel increasing amount of imported oil into salt dome storage.

Traveled from Tokyo to Tokyo (360 miles in about 3 hours) & saw many homes with solar heating units on roof.

Any energy which we can delay consuming will enhance future reserves & reduce dependence on nuclear power.

Any nuclear power plant should incorporate all safety precautions devised by AEPA such as for early models; for instance:

1) Nuclear reactor below ground level
2) Sit in less populated areas
3) Standardization of design
4) Full time 24/7 person having independent safety responsibility to shut down plant in case of abnormality.
Our atomic plants use light water with enriched uranium. Others use heavy water with regular uranium.

AEC can produce adequate enriched U235 for next ten years. Any shift away from atomic weapon production or toward use of heavy water reactors can extend this time. Should approach private production of fuel with great caution.

In recent years 7/8 of all federal funds for energy research went for atomic power. Primarily for the LMFBR (Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor).

The LMFBR project should be severely reduced or eliminated.

Federal Government itself should set an example in all agencies in conservation & energy efficiency.

Only international Ph D cooperation and seems to lie in thermo nuclear (fusion) research. USSR is leading in progress on plasma containment of the fusion process. Practical benefits from fusion power will not come until next century, but is important to pursue.

We need international conferences on energy research & development.
Overall efficiency of energy use in U.S. is less than 50%.

In FY 1973 we spent 2100 times as much on nuclear energy research as on solar energy ($470 million vs. $4 mil) 60 times as much on U.S. oil alone ($250 mil in FY 73, $374 mil in FY 74).

Energy imports sap our economic strength & create unemployment & inflation.

Japanese state fed charp e-engine developed by Honda is extremely clean and efficient - we should emulate.

Ford is honest & sincere - honesty & sincerity among.

Congress is inherently incapable of leadership.

Close link must be established between R&D programs and actual need.

We must concentrate more on employment stabilization & increased employment opportunities as we explore changes in the energy field.

Breeder reactors will not be economical, feasible until natural uranium costs are 50% of present costs.
Before 1973 Arab oil embargo we imported about 25% of our crude oil. Now increased to 52%.

Just economic, psychological, and political consequences of a major nuclear disaster would be far more devastating than a total oil embargo from the Middle East must maintain rigid safety rules.

Just to obtain 1 million bbl oil per day from shale we would have to increase mining output to total tons of coal now produced. Also, massive increases in water consumption would be required in the Colorado area.

Potential savings in insulation & equipment efficiency can save 1.1/2 million bbl/day in heating & cooling buildings.

With known technology, industrial energy use can be reduced by at least 20%. (Potential savings 2 million bbl/day by 1985)

European Economic Community has proposed 79% crude oil import reduction by 1976. Their success depends on our joining in this effort.

Energy conservation is completely compatible with environmental quality, and with economic well-being.
We have hardly scratched the surface on recycling materials.

When we had to cut wood to burn, we never wasted it. In the 1950's, I collected power bills. Almost all families paid minimum monthly bills of $1.00.

On average, only 3% of oil in domestic reservoirs is recovered. An increase to 40% would eliminate almost all present need for oil imports.

Energy wasted is 65% in transportation, 65% in generating electricity, and more than 50% outside in U.S.

By installing economically advisable insulation in buildings, we could reduce space heating & cooling by 40% - (7% of total US energy use).

Water heating alone is 4% of total US energy use. Presently available solar units can replace 1/3 of this need from fossil fuels.

Some high rise buildings use gravity washing energy. World Trade Center in NYC uses more than 50000 tulips (pop. 100,000).
Use of electricity instead of fossil fuels is inherently wasteful.

Future demands for electricity are being grossly overestimated by power companies and this costs consumers enormous rate increases. Also, construction encourages future waste.

Cost of promotional advertising should be paid out of final profit and not as a legitimate power company business expense.

We have a national energy policy devised by the electric power companies and the oil companies—"Use more energy and pay more for what you use."

Our major immediate threat must be to derive maximum needed electrical energy from coal, while meeting environmental standards.

Main source of electricity will be fossil fuels, at least until the year 2000.

We do not need deregulation of the price for existing supplies of oil or natural gas.
Ladies and gentlemen of the National Press Club:

It is an honor and a privilege for me to be invited again to address the members of this club.

In my talk last December I touched upon a wide range of policy questions. A major point that I made was that the political leaders in this country do not trust the people. My campaign travels in the last seven months have verified this finding. We are a strong and resilient people. We have great dreams and the strength to realize them. But these great attributes are not being tapped by our politicians. These men do not trust the people. They are fearful of the people. And they are afraid to give the people bad news—especially when this bad news reflects on their competence in office.

Today I am going to discuss a "bad news" situation which is not being fully exposed to public scrutiny. I refer to the energy question.

The energy crisis (and it is a crisis brought about by incredible bungling) is steadily worsening. We are slipping deeper and deeper into the morass of dependence upon the Arab oil-producing nations. They are draining our domestic economy, they are bending our foreign policy, and the situation totally threatens our way of life and our most solemn vows to other nations.

Our leaders are doing very little to rectify this situation. The President's energy bill is unsatisfactory. Besides being subjectively weak it is presented in an omnibus manner that the President knows full well cannot be handled in Congress with its sub-
committee system. Through decontrol of natural gas and oil prices his program purports to stimulate the rapid development of new gas and oil fields. It is debatable that this would occur. It is not debatable that the administration program is inflationary and probably recessionary as well. Furthermore, the President's program does not adequately address the matter of developing new energy sources other than oil and gas.

The Congressional energy program, at this stage, is a jumble. The House was unable to develop a firm program with teeth. The Senate has a multiplicity of bills, not too well-integrated. House and Senate coordination is non-existent. Petty and self-serving considerations seem to dominate. Our political leaders are failing in their responsibility to the Republic.

It is time that the American people were advised in straightforward terms just what our real energy situation is.

- Our domestic gas and oil resources are dwindling and are not being made up so far by new discoveries. They may never be. Alaskan oil will help but it will not solve our problems.

- Our dependence upon foreign sources of oil supply, particularly the Arab nations, is increasing.

- Our legitimate energy needs due to a growing energy-consuming population will increase considerably over the next ten years once the current recession is cured. During the recession, however, is in itself dependent upon minimizing the enormous dollar drain from our pockets going to the oil producing nations.

- We have urged our friends and allies of the industrialised world to reduce their dependence upon OPEC oil. Yet, so far, we
have done nothing ourselves along these lines.

- We are drifting aimlessly and without leadership into a situation where, should the Arab nations choose once again to impose an embargo, our economy and our private lives could be thrown into dangerous chaos.

What must we do?

We must take a fresh approach to the energy problem.

Both the President's program and the current Congressional approach are deficient in terms of conservation of energy, the development of new sources of energy, and husbandoing what oil and gas we have left.

Additionally both sets of programs limit themselves mostly to the solution of our energy problem by private industry. The government contribution in both cases is minimal.

This approach is foredoomed to failure. Private industry can neither generate the funds nor borrow the money necessary to lift us on to the new plateau of energy availability that our destiny demands. It has been estimated that something on the order of 90 billion dollars a year for fifteen years would be required for this. All of American industry taken together probably generates no more than 70 billion dollars profit in a "good year." And the 2.2 billion dollars a year augmentation proposed by the Administration is less than a token contribution towards energy self-sufficiency.

Last year the energy industry invested about 25 billion dollars in energy development, but a large portion of this was made overseas. With this money spent overseas went a sizable number of trained men and oil field equipment badly needed in the United States.
This brings up the next major problem left unattended by our current leadership. Conglomerates with large investments in OPEC country oil fields cannot be relied upon to produce alternative sources of energy within the United States. As a matter of fact, conglomerates with investments in a number of energy areas such as oil, coal, and shale cannot be relied upon to emphasize development of the energy source most appropriate to this country's well-being and security. They are not in business to defend the United States. They are in business to make money—a purpose which I applaud because it is good for the country—but one must not be blind to the business facts of life. Our leaders are building our energy edifice on foundations of sand. The strangle hold of the conglomerates on our energy situation must be broken.

So, I recommend a partnership between government and business to develop a new energy age. But government must take the lead in this partnership and it must control it so that it answers the basic needs of our people and our economy: ample energy from secure domestic sources at a reasonable price.

I envision three stages to an optimum U.S. energy program.

The first stage covers the decade between now and 1985. The second stage covers the period from 1985 to the year 2000. The third stage follows the year 2000.

For practical security and economic reasons we must immediately commence crash measures to reduce our energy and monetary vulnerability. But for the welfare of our children and their children after them we must also today put in motion undertakings that will provide a new era of plentiful and cheap energy as we close the doors on the twentieth century. While we think we need oil and
natural gas today, future generations will have even more pressing requirements for those precious hydrocarbons. We must leave a decent legacy.

Here are the things we must undertake immediately.

- We must inaugurate a mandatory oil and natural gas conservation program. Rationing of gasoline and controlled allocation of oil products and natural gas should be placed in effect to reduce consumption and to expedite transition, where feasible, to other energy sources. Rationing can be accomplished by the issue of coupons permitting purchase of gasoline at a given price with coupons and a much higher (tax-raised) price without coupons. Coupons would be transferable and could be sold. They would be initially issued on the basis of individual statements of need. The accuracy of these statements would be individually audited in a random manner similar to what is done for our income taxes. No neighborhood spying would be involved, no local bureaucracy would be needed; regional offices would suffice. The ton-receipts from this and other energy taxes would go to an energy development fund. Our conservation aim should be to reduce oil and natural gas consumption by 6 million barrels of oil equivalent per day by 1985. This is not a total energy use reduction. It is an oil and natural gas consumption reduction sought in the realization that we rely unduly on these hydrocarbons when other potential energy riches literally surround us.

- We must tax automobiles by weight and engine displacement to force attrition of "gas guzzlers."

- For each barrel of oil which we import, we must allocate a
quarter-barrel to the development of a national strategic re-
serve until we have achieved a full year's stock—largely in salt
domes. The oil and gas import quota system should be reestablished
and imports should be carefully regulated to meet national require-
ments always with the realization that imports have been
stopped before and may well be again. But until we establish our
strategic reserve it is pointless to reduce imports if they are
available. Our naval oil reserves should be developed but not used.

To permit us to achieve a significant reduction in oil and
gas consumption without crippling the economy, we must move rapidly
to expand our coal mining capability and we must convert utilities,
factories, and mills to coal burning as quickly and as extensively
as possible. Government subsidies and incentives are needed
here for equitable treatment but the changeover should be mandatory
where it is possible and not left to choice. Furthermore those
changeovers should be accompanied by thorough environmental protec-
tion measures as dictated by the quality of the coal used.

I think the President's veto of the Strip Mining Bill was ill-
advised and I am chagrined to see no action forthcoming on improving
the Mine Safety Act. The only action in Washington today seems to
be negative in nature.

- Decontrol the price of natural gas to stop the unhealthy
trend towards overuse of this vanishing resource. Retain oil price
controls but raise domestic oil prices sufficiently to restore the
exploration incentives lost by repeal of the Oil Depletion Act.
While I do not believe that it is suitable for our energy companies
to be in de facto control of our national energy program, I fully
recognize their value, the expertise of their trained personnel.
and their need for profits if they are to serve the nation well.

I note with concern that currently the average profits of our oil companies are about 3% lower than this time last year. The great profit jumps of last year were much criticized but were necessary for the operation of these corporations in the face of rising costs.

For in a multinational production

Establish a government-led major production effort for the liquification and gasification of coal. The idea that great research and development efforts are still necessary to provide commercially useful gasification plants is incorrect. At least 14 large plants are operating in Europe, the Mid-East, Africa and India. Industry cannot handle this program without major government assistance, financing, and assurance that there will be a profitable market for their product.

Regionally the North-Eastern sector of the country would probably initially benefit most from the gasification program. Here it could serve to make up petroleum and gas import reductions since it is that region which receives the most foreign imports.

- Restore momentum to the nuclear power/elecric generating plant program by ensuring adequate emergency cooling and the clearing away of the legal, regulatory, and ill-conceived public opinion barriers that have effectively crippled our nuclear power program.

Japan, the only nation to have experienced a nuclear tragedy, generates 38% of her electric power by nuclear reactors. President Ford has called for the 200 nuclear power plants on line by 1985. We presently have only 55 plants operating in this country, work on planned plants has halted, and the Federal Government is taking no steps to provide the opportunity, incentive, and rest of the
capital needed to put our utilities firmly back on the track. I estimate that with effective leadership we can have 230 nuclear-powered generating plants in operation by 1985. This would mean that about 30% of our electric power would be generated by nuclear fission. This would reduce oil demand by 7 million barrels per day. There is, environmentally speaking, no cleaner or safer means available today of generating electric power. As in the case of coal, we must use our uranium to avoid energy starvation.

- Intensify research and development and then expedite production of long range electric power transmission systems with low power loss. The liquid helium system is an example. What we must aim for is the development of great transcontinental electric power transmission grids so that we can share power on a demand basis East and West as we currently do on a North-South basis along the East Coast. Taking account of time zone differences this means that we could maximize the use of available generating capacity. Concurrently with this program should be renewed emphasis on increasing the efficiency of all (nuclear-powered and conventionally powered) electric generating plants. We can no longer afford to throw away some 65% of basic energy in the form of heat. Additionally, in many cases this lost heat acts as a pollutant which environmentally and economically speaking, we need not tolerate.

The steps I have detailed must be undertaken now to show appreciable results by 1985. They will not, in themselves, give us complete energy independence by 1985—this has been a false promise made by the Administration. But they will ensure us a position where we would not be crippled by another Arab oil embargo.
and held hostage by a handful of despotic rulers. We would not be crippled by such an embargo today but would be forced to tighten our belts. Once our economy starts moving again (and this in itself may be dependent upon how much money flows out of the country for oil) we will be forced with increased energy demands despite our best efforts at rationing and conservation. While our birth rate is not increasing, the population, the number of people entering into the high energy consuming age group (20-35) will continue to grow by about 12 million people between now and 1985. It is this condition that will make us unbearably vulnerable to an embargo if we do not get to work. This is what we must not allow to occur.

You may ask why I have not discussed solar power, geothermal power, fusion power, breeder reactors, or shale oil.

It is not because I do not think these advances important. They are very important but they will not give short term results. Advances in recent years in fusion science, for instance, have been extremely promising and there is growing confidence that a fusion power electric generating plant can be operational before the year 2000. But the prospective capability to produce practically unlimited cheap power for ourselves and the rest of the world's nations is a dream whose realization will come at our children's hands in the 21st century. Our job is to start the process, to fund it, to support it, and to monitor it. I think we should now initiate a large scale federal program for fusion power.

Concerning the breeder reactor program, I think that it requires a thorough review. This review should consider whether the
Nixon Administration decision to place all bets on one prototype was warranted. The review should restudy the safety aspects of these reactors which are not inherently self-controlling as are our present-day slow neutron water-moderated reactors. And we must consider the possibility that advances in fusion power may obviate the necessity for the breeder reactors altogether.

Our oil bearing shale resources must be developed. Recent advances in oil extraction technology obviate the necessity for the huge quantities of oil once thought necessary. Specific acts aimed at shale resource development are needed and the program should be closely monitored along with a cool-liquification program to determine which powers to push hardest. But the government must go ahead and start this. Industry does not have the required capital and cannot afford the risks involved.

As for solar and geothermal energy, the Solar Energy Research Development Act of 1974 and the Geothermal Research, Development, and Demonstration Act of 1974 are both adequate pieces of legislation although they could stand somewhat amplified funding. It is important to realize that while important environmentally neither of these energy sources show prospect of being able to handle over 2 or 3% of our national energy needs before about 1995.

We must cut back on our oil and gas usage and we must develop alternative sources of energy - both on an emergency basis. We must stockpile oil rapidly. It could be cut off at any moment. We must conserve oil and gas so that we will have a supply for petrochemicals many decades in the future. Government must take any active lead in new energy developments. We cannot leave basic decisions to develop new energy to private companies and the vaga-
ries of the market place.

Our best efforts at finding new oil and gas -- and we are not making this effort now -- will no more than barely meet the present supply. Economists tell us that a sea of oil lies waiting in Saudi Arabia and Iran. These are the same gentlemen who in 1973 advised us that an embargo by an oil cartel was economically impossible.

Taken in the context of total world needs over the next twenty-five years the plentitude of oil picture is misleading. Oil prices will not come down substantially. They will instead rise. The elementary laws of economics have been overtaken by the imperatives of politics and the OPEC nations know that they possess an irreplaceable commodity. Our efforts to free ourselves from dependence upon OPEC oil is to their ultimate advantage and has the additional virtue of removing us from competition with Western Europe and Japan whose dependence upon OPEC is already so great that they cannot free themselves from the situation. We can and we must and, eventually, we will provide sources of cheap energy that will literally lift mankind to new levels of well-being.

Our people have great dreams and great strength and, given good leadership, they can climb to any heights. The energy situation is a tough once but I believe that it can be mastered. I believe the American people are ready to be told that sacrifice lies ahead and that great rewards in terms of human progress will repay such sacrifices.

- END -
To: Governor Jimmy Carter  
   Jody Powell  
   Stu Eizenstat

From: Orin Kramer

Re: Approach to Urban Policy

I have attached some possible ideas for short statements on urban policy. If you could indicate which, if any, are of interest, I will have them developed more fully.

The orchestration of positions on urban policy is as important as the substance of the proposals. I would suggest a series of events, including 1) formation and announcement of a task force that includes mayors, minorities, academic experts, labor and is a visible group; 2) preparation by the task force of a series of proposals, with enough input from the campaign to insure compatibility, and release of these reports; 3) a public meeting of the Governor with the task force; 4) another major statement on the cities, such as the excellent statement delivered in New York; and 5) consolidation of the proposals and specifics into an overall position paper.

This scenario is not special. The point is that the identification of the Governor with these issues by a series of events is probably more important in terms of the northern industrial states than the details of what he proposes.